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Dr. Charles Ambrose, Dean of
Admissions, has snnrmnred that
Mr. Leonard C. Taylor haa
Joined itaff of the offices of tha
Dean of Admissions and Reglstrar. Mr. Taylor will fill the
poalUon of registrar Thla poatUon aa wall aa tha Dean of Admissions waa formerly filled by
Dr. Ambroee.
The responsibilities of tha two
offlcea were outlined and dls->
trtbuted to the univeraity ataff.
Tha duUea of tha Admissions office include application of studanta for admission, VeUrana
Affair* and other Federal group
clearance*, and application for
graduation.
Alao Included are report* pertaining to admission and general
report* which are not speclflcally in admissions or registration
Tha responsibilities of Mr.
Taylor and hla reglatrar ataff
Include tha recording of gradea
and pertinent data relating to
tha acadamic program of all
students and tha 1—nanoe of
tranacript* of academic record*.
Other dutlea Include the pronaaaiag of teacher certification
requests, the processing of selecti ve aervlce forma, and the promising of aoclal aacurtty certification. Tha Issuance of mldssmsster and final grade reporta
to atudanta and tha checking and
receipt of all achedule card* of
itudenta during regiatratlon will
alao ha handled by thla office.
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Setting The Pace In A Progressive Era
Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.

44th Year, No. 2
L. Taylor Named
New Registar

COLONELS
TOP
GOV.'S

Draft Increase May
Affect College Men

Wednesday, Sept. 21, 1966

Enrollment Figures Still Mounting;
Record Number Of Students Register

The last few waeka a aaw
draft increase waa announced.
The war In Viet Nam. far from
being soon over, la again being
eacalatert with a resulting need
of a flow of young men. ColBy SHARON STONECJPHER The present recorded registra- plete registration thla week.
tion figures exceed laat year'* These will be either late fulllage student* are being eyed aa
Progress News Editor
time students or students enpoaaible draft prospects.
Enrollment total* have now at thla time by almost 1,000.
Dr. Charles Ambrose, Dean rolling for evening or Saturday
Last week a mala school reached a record total of 7,816,
teacher
In
Louiaville
waa with late registration continuing of Admissions, said that he ex- claaaea in the university'* exdrafted. The teacher-* almost through next Monday, Sept. 26. pect* more students to com- panded education program.
traditional Immunity to tie
draft l* alao being questioned.
K
The Selective Service haa announced that all atudanta who
,**ve not kept the draft board
■p-to-date on their plant should
So so immediately.
Approvement for student dew
ferment depends primarily OS.
the student's »tatua aa a full*
time atudent and If the ■tudent
haa been continuously enrolled
hi school. A student must be
enrolled for the mlwumnm number of hours aa required of a
! full-time student and must ha
able to complete tha degree requirements In the number of
years deemed necessary by the
school.
Discontinuance of academic
work for any reason will call
for a closer examination by the
local board when atudent deferment is requested.
The local board may consider
the rank among the full-time
students In the claaa and-or the
score on the Selective Service
College Qualification Teat
To appeal for a classification,
the student must appeal within
ten day* of date of mailing of
classification notice, all appeals
must be made In writing to
men were somehow registered and nlsssn
THE LINES of freshmen trying to register
THIS FaOSlTS glaaaea are almost falling off aa he pulls on
local board, and recorda
began Monday.
for English 101 and 102 stretch half-way
hla end of the tug-o-war to win at the Rat Races. For more
be kept of all
across the Weaver Gym floor. All the freshplcturea turn to page 7. progre,, photo by Rob Kumler
with the Selective Service.

Orientation Week Well Organized;
Dean Martin Says 'Outstanding Job*

Local Hospitals
Receive Progress

Peace Corps Recruiters
To Visit Campus In Week

Regiatratlon began Tuesday.
Septemper 13, with
advance
scheduling of registration worken, maintenance department
worker*, athlete*,
musician*,
orientation
guides,
atudent
teachers ana publications workers.
Henry G. Martin,
Dean of
Students, felt that pre-regtotrsvUon would have run amoother
If the student* Involved would
have reported at their proper
times.
The claaa of WTO, first to enroll here *ince Eastern assumed university status laat July
1, waa officially registered tost
Wednesday. Dr. Ambrose stated, "We an very pleased with
the cooperation and attitude of
the new freahmen during thla
registration period."
Upperclaasmen registering on
Thursday and Friday completed
the regularly scheduled enrollment period.
With the ending of the registration of the main mass of students, Dean Martin, Vice President Stovall,
Dean Ambrose
made comments on tha effectiveness of the present procedures and recommended future
changes.
Dean Martin,
who waa In
charge of Section I, felt that
an Important part of hla dutlea
waa to regulate the flow of atudanta from the Combs Class
room Building to the main registration area In the Weaver
Health Building.
The bottleneck that resulted
in the photography line of Section I waa also discussed by
Dean Martin. He said that thla
would not be a problem second
semester, because only new students would have to have identification plcturea made.
Aa
additional camera haa been ordered to relieve thla situation
for next fall.
Section n head, Dean Ambrose, said that then wen few
problems In thla portion of registration He.atoo eonja^tedthst
466 late admissions
students
were processed by hla office
during the week preceding registration.
Dr. Stovall, Vice President tor
Academic Affair*, waa the director of Section HI, the main
registration area In Weaver. According to Dr. Stovall, thla part
ran relatively smooth.
An excessively long line for
freahmen English courses resulted In the division Of
Into section groups.
He
felt that there waa little confusion because of the newly numbered course*.

Every week, as a goodwill
This Is the fourth Peace
A Peace Corps recruiting
classmen had returned to fill up gesture, the Progress staff disdents, and efficiency.
team will be on tne Eaatern Corps team to visit the campus.
empty
frosh
spaces.
tributes
copies
of
Its
publicaBach preceding one has been
Many of laat year's problems
Tuesday night of Orientation
to the patient* of the var- campus from Monday, Sept. 26 Impressed with the interest In
were not to be seen. The large Week, two dances and a free tion
ious hospitals here In Richmond. through Wednesday, Sept. 28.
the Corps on this campus, A
traffic Jama experienced last movie were held, in order that The Progress is made available
Thla team will consist of a
year when almost
8,000 stu- all the freahmen could partici- to these people with the hope husband and wife, Mr. and Mrs. few Eastern atudanta have endent* descended on the campus pate In uncrowded night activi- that they will find the news Larry Omo, who have recently tered tha Corps. It la hoped
in one Sunday afternoon were ties. Dances wen held in the from our campus to - be Inter- returned from a Pease Corps that many of you will look into
eliminated. There was an or- SUB cafeteria and Martin Mall esting and enjoyable. This Is assignment In Turkey, and Miss the opportunities with an Mai
derly flow of students to the cafeteria for those who wished the paper's efforts to brighten Linda Thomas who haa com- of participating in this exciting
three women's dorms (Sullivan, to dance, and the free movie oc- the days of those who an shut pleted an assignment In Mala- program.
Burnam sod Case) and eight cupied 1600 frosh. Several acti- in, and to bring a little Joy and ria.
WHERE TO DELIVER
men's dorms (Keith, Combs, vities on one night seemed to llghthearted cheer into the lives
These Peace Corps wpresenAnyone making contribuMartin,
Mattox,
O'Donnell, help all participates, aa nothof
those
suffering
from
lUnestatlves
will
be
available
In
the
tions
to the Pi ogress, submitBeckham, McCreary, and Mil- ing waa too crowded to enjoy
Student Union Building to talk
ting letter* to the editor, or
ler) where freshmen were as- themselves.
with students. They will also
having any correspondence
signed. "The Penning Rifles
visit some claaaea in order to
whatsoever with the newsdid an outstanding Job In traftalk about the Peace Corps propaper should make their defic directions, handing out camgram with upper division stuliveries to the Progress post
utilized by the station, but by pus map* and answering quo*-)
By SANDY STEWART
dents They are primarily inoffice box In the Administrathe Industtrlal Technology De- tkma," said Dean Martin. All
ft eg rasa Feature Writer
terested in discussing the Peace
tion Building Post Office or
"Eaatern will have facilities partment which has darted a students were aaked to remove
Corps with Juniors and seniors
directly to
the
Progress
In raldo and television to pro- degree program in Communl- personal belongings from the
who may be Interested In enedlortal offices In
Roark,
can and move them to parkvide a wide variety of educa- cet'.onal Electronics.
tering the Corps In the near
Room I.
ing areas at Kit Carson Drive
tional, informational and cultuSections and Co-ordlnatora
future.
ral services to the faculty, stuThe four sections and their and the Alumni Coliseum. This
dents and citizens of the com- oo-ordlnators In this department cleared the area In front of the
grams. He believes strongly In
mon wealth," spoke James Har- are: John Sullivan, Radio Sec- dorms, and helped let returnBy MART MANNING
Eastern's policy of accepting
ris, Director of the Division of tion; Gene Robbina, Chief Engi- ing student* move in.
Progress Staff Writer
Orientation Week
activities
Isatructural Services
neer; Louise Lyons. Instrctlonal
"The new freahmen im- all high school graduates "AlFirst In The State
Media; and James Harris, Tele- were much better attended this pressed me with fhelr bright- though university status mean*
year than ever before, due to ness and eagerness for life and emphasis on research and four
The new F M radio-television vision.
lab and studio is located In the
The cloeed-clrruit educational both the organization and the college. The studente of East- year programs," says Dr.. StoDonovan annex of Model Lab- television complex divides into guides direction. The meeting* ern represent a fine cross sec- vall, "we must not lose conoratories. It U the first high four sections from: room to held . in Brock Auditorium for tion of American youth," said tact with our undergraduate
powered educational F M sta- room, building to building, build both men and women wen at- Dr. Thomas Stovall, Eaatern'* students"
Dean Stovall la a member of
tion in the state of Kentucky. lng to state, state to other net- tended fully. A new feature of new Dean of tha Faculty. Dr.
A temporary antenna on the works. The first three sections. Orientation week was the par- Stovall came to Eaatern to stay Phi Delta Kappa, Phi Kappa
water tower will be constructed however, are of most concern to ent's meeting held in Brock Au- on June 20 of this year. He Phi (scholastic honorary), A. A.
until a new tower may be built the University.
These planj ditorium with President Martin began working with Dr. Smith U. P., NBA, National Council
Dean Park, enterim dean at that of Social Studies, and the Asin coordination with the North- should be operational during Dean Thomas Stovall.
Henry Martin and the parents time, learning the office rou- sociation for Higher Education.
eastern Madlaon County Author the 1966-67 academic year.
and students. In the plans next tine* of hla new position.
ity for Educational Television.
Speaking generally about the
Junta Harris to Director
Dean Stovall comes to East- University, the new Dean statThis 00,000 watt station will
James Harris. Director
of year Is a parent's meeting held
earlier
than
the
4
p.m.
meeting
ern from the University of ed that he suspects that rshave a broadcasting frequency the Division of
Instructional
South Florida when he served atoo ex pressed the belief that
of »0 miles. Anticipation of be- Services, has been at Eastern of this year.
ginning broadcasting It set for shine September 1965. He U a
The vesper services drew a as Coordinator of Graduate search activities will Increase
January or February or pend- native KentucHan from Shel- larger crowd than last year, and Studies. He officially became greatly at Eastern soon. He
ind the
Federal Communica- byvllle. Mr. Harris
holds a the student-guided campus tour* Eastern's new Vice President numerous publications of facultion Commission decision.
graduate degree from the Uni- were better organized. Attend- of Academic Affairs and Dean ty members would come from
The non-commercial etation versity of Kentucky, a masters ence of all orientation week of Faculty on July 1 of thla such research.
with the proposed call letters. from the University of Illinois. events was Improved, aa the year. His appointment here cliAmong the specified duties
WEKU-FM, will be
student and is presentlj working on his Guidea had roster of
their maxed a three year search for of the Vice President of Acastaffed under professional su- doctorate at the University of groups and checked attendence "the moat qualified person to demic Affair* an coordinating
fin thla position," President curriculum development, deterpervision. All equipment will be Missouri. With five years of ex- regularly during the week.
All the night programs and Martin aakL Some 15 appli- mining faculty and staff needs,
first claaa broadcasting mar- perience aa the radio-television
^.f^i» It will not only b* coordinator at Murray and two activities were wen attended, cants were screened during the and studying budget needs of
ail activities relating to Inyears at Missouri as producer though a great number went process.
Dr. Stovall la a native of struction.
and director of television, Mr home for the weekend. Even
Harris proves himself a great the Friday and Saturday night Huntland, Tenn., and he says
asset to Eaatern Kentucky U- activities kept an average school that Kentucky seams like home
year attendence,
as upper to him. He and hla wife, Virnlversity.
ginia, have three son*. Howard
age 16, Tom age 12, and Jeff
who to 8 yean old. The children an enrolled at Modal
School. The youngest, Jeff, to
There have been minor inexcited about the prospect of
creases in the food price* in the
For the fiscal year of 1966-67
seeing hla first snow this wingrilta and cafeteriaa that reEaatern Kentucky University
ter.
turning students have probraDr. Stovall holds a bache- has instituted a form of aiwlntbly noticed'because It affects
lor'* degree from the Unlver- ance to 42 of its graduates.
that most sensitive area — the
sity of Tennessee and the mas- These are grants in the form
purse.
Peabody College. He alao at- of graduate asalatantahlpo. The
The price increase is a moat
tended Maryville College and applicants on the basis of inlegitimate one," states Mr. LarVanderbllt University and telligence, character, and teach—
ry Martin. Director of food sertaught at the University of ing ability.
The Graduate Assistant Provices at Eaatern, and he bases
Minnesota from 1964 to 1960.
gram provides aid in handling
It on statistics.
Mr. Martin
When aaked about hla im- retponslbllity for the general
says. The Food Index on Stapression
of
Eaatern,
Dr.
Stoeducation courses. This aid inble Foods last advanced twentyvall replied that it is unique cludes a salary of eight-hunone and one half per cent, causin
Its
compactness
and
organidred dollars per semester and
ing a dollar Increase In cost per
zation. "The campus and land- the waiving of all tuition.
bushel of wheat and a »lxtten
scaping
an
beautiful,"
he
conThe duties of a graduate ascent Increase in cost of ground
tends.
sistant include working in libeef per pound.
Dr.
Stovall
fean
that
he
win
Else la Prices
brary
bibliography research,
become isolated from the stu- grading papen and essays,
As a result all solid cuts of
dents in his office. He says monitoring classes and research
pants served aa a main dish
that this bothers him because
In the cafe terias this year are
the students an the whole pur- projects related to his departtoirty centta per serving, surpose of his work, and every- ment or his course of study.
A graduate assistant la not
SMtrTig tost year's price by one
wB'M
BBw*^ '^fl
BBSS*
thing should revolve around
trickle. The price of bread and
them. He welcomes student to allowed to teach during his tengonuta haa also risen; due to
his office for any purpose and ure; however, he gains experithe higher coats of sugar, shortat any time. Dr. Stovall says, ence In the teaching mechanism
ening, and wheat.
"Our students an the number itself.
What does an this mean?
This program U available fo.one concern here."
"Simply that the cafeteriaa can
graduate students who are In
Dr.
Stovall
la
especially
InDEAN
THOMAS
STOVALL,
VIce-President
In
charge
of
got absorb Oie higher costs as
residence through the academic
Jerl Federsen and Peggy Carter, members of
though they won the Powder-Puff foothsB
terested In the undergraduate
Academic Affairs, looks over the 1966-67 Eastern Catalogue
We have in the peat," report.*
Seepage a, col. I
Kappa Delta Tau, slightly muffed this catch.
Game. Progress Photo by Mike Ooers
students
and
the
two
year
proaa
he
begins
his
fall
dutlea.
Sea page fc eel. S
"Orientation week was so
good, so well organized, I can't
make any criticism," said Dean
Henry Martin, when asked his
opinion of last week's orientation activities for the freshmen.
The Dean of Students oversaw
the Freshmen Week activities
with an eye out for swiftness,
convenience to the new atu-
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Towards Un-Greenness

Idealism Admired But Reality Will Come
THIS FALL, as returning upper-dassmen
move on campus, they see over 3,000 freshmen running around with stars in their eyes
and a firm desire to conquer college. Moat
of the freshmen are straight out of high
school where they have been taught to believe that college, any college, is the mecca
of all learning, the embodiment of all idealism, the stronghold of all truth. This almost universal trait of freshmen, called
•greenness" by more knowledgeable upperclassmen, is charming to see and very welcomed. However, by mid-term for some,
first semester for others, and sophomore
year for almost everybody, this freshman
idealism is gone, never to return.
As part of the Progress' welcome to
all the many freshmen, we wish to level
with the freshmen as to what they can really expect out of college, particularly Eastern. Taking into consideration the immense variety of personalities and backgrounds that over 3,000 different people
bring to the campus, nearly all are looking
for an education, although for probably
3,000 separate reasons. At Eastern all the
freshmen will be given a rich opportunity
to fulfill the educational goals they have
set for themselves. It is an unfortunate
fact that less than half will complete all
four years.
Many freshmen expect college life to
be just a slightly more free, more social high
school life. They expect top awards for
the same degree of effort they exerted in
high school, the same understanding teachers who do not really get upset over homework not turned in, the same forgiving
"Well, we'll give you another chance" for
social misdemeanors. The academicallyoriented freshmen expect to be "challenged"
to top performance. They do not realize
... that the challenge must come from them, selves..
Disillusionment comes most often to
those who are used to success. A highschool queen may go for two weeks without
a date, the president of a National Honor
Society may come up with a 2.0 at midterm, the football captain may fail to make
the collegiate team, the peppiest cheerleader
may fail to make the finals of cheerleading
try-outs. This can be devastating to someone unprepared for set-backs. On the
other side of the coin, many freshmen who
did not tiave an opportunity to succeed in

high school find that college fits them to a
"T."
A serious, tatrospective girl, who had
a difficult time finding someone to talk
to in high school may discover to her surprise that there are many men on campus
who welcome an intelligent conversation.
A music major that had limited facilities to
work with before revels in all the many opportunities at Foster Musk Building. Many
freshmen discover that they have the maturity to run their own lives well, much to
the increase of their self-confidence.
At Eastern, former members of F.T.A.
and other teacher-oriented students discover
from books, conversations and observation
in one of the best teacher-education programs in the South that they have the
ability and drive to be a good teacher, one
that can truly encourage others to learn.
Some students find that they would be hap-

pier in another field than that they have
chosen. A few come to the realization that
they have much more to offer than they ever
thought possible, and go on for years of
graduate work. Several unrealistic students
may come to fed that their goals vastly exceed their reach.
A college education may be summed
up as Plato's "Know thyself." A serious
student will examine and re-examine himself to discover in what field, in what type
of life, he can be most challenged. It is
probably the realization that the learning,
the idealism, the truth must be each student's separate work and goal, instead of
something served on a silver platter at the
classroom door, that results in the "ungreenness" characteristic of upperdassmen.
Once a young adult begins to work for bis
own education, he becomes a real college
student.

1 tfNfr*

Why's, Wherefore's Needed

Food Prices Need Investigating
THE COST of a college education is on
the rise again.
This time the increase in student expenses is reflected in the abrupt, but expected, hike in food prices at eating facilities both on and off campus.
College expenses here at Eastern have
jumped approximately $150-200 a semester
for in-state students over the past three*
years. The span breaches from the $450300 per semester in 1963 to the $630-700
per semester expected this year. Fifty to
sixty per cent of this figure represents the
cost of a student's meals.
This year's jump in food prices is the
first major increase in food costs to affect
the Eastern student's purse for the last 3
or 4 years. The raise was understandably
caused by climbing wages in the labor
market and the higher costs of supplies
from producers and wholesalers; yet this
is a burden that the student has to shoulder
at a time when his budget is already
stretched to bursting and his resources are
rapidly depleting.
The unreasonably soaring cost of Irvine is causing this squeezing situation that
affects more people than just students. The
entire nation is suffering. It seems that the
heart of the problem lies partly in the fact
that while President Johnson is over-oc-

cupied supporting his questionable escapades in distant lands, be is either unable
or unwilling to stablize and safeguard the
American economy and to halt, or at least
slow down, the rising consumer index.
There are vague indications that be may be
less concerned with the welfare of the
voters who elected him than he should be.
Locally, we suggest that the Food
Committee, re-activated last spring by
President Martin, be called into conference
as soon as possible. This committee of
students, faculty, and administrators owes
it to the University to investigate and evaluate the food services, qualities, and prices
available to students at the college facilities
and in Richmond establishments.
An all-inclusive report and: recommendations should be compiled and submitted
by this committee before the semester is
too far gone.
It is unlikely that food costs will be
lowered, but at least the student may be
able to reconcile the hike if he can be given
a dear view into what is happening at Eastem and around the nation.
Knowing the complete why's and
wherefore's and possible alternatives often
makes the seemingly unbearable a little
more understandable and acceptable.

NOW FOR THE REAL 'TEST
Wiyt 1Eant*rn flhigmuff

LETTERS"* EDWOI
PHI-REGISTRATION OUT OF HAND
To the Editor:
__
I believe that pre-registratlon has gottsn
out of band, and thla U ahown by the 800 who
registered laat Tuesday.
Quite a few of the groups can five adequate
rationalisation as to why they should preregister. But certain of these groups, Z believe, base their explanations upon unsound
Groups like the musicians have to register
so they can arrange for trips and practice sssjlona. But if we are going to use this SO an
excuse why not the student secretaries so thsy
could arrange an adequate work schedule, or
the scleaos majors (physics, chemistry, sad
biology) so that laboratories could be arranged.
Also, the MUsatfis and Progress staffs an
pre-reglatered to, conserve Urns for their publications, but whan regular registration takes
one to two hours less than pre-rsglstration. It
seems pointless for thla to be the reason.
Maybe the various groups bars adequate
reasons for their registration; but each year on
the day before the freshmen go to Combs, that
building becomes clogged with more and more
people with very logical reasons MM to why they
should be there.
So I believe the administration should put
a lid on thla farce of a day and completely revise their evaluation, thus limiting the groups,
which get this privUedge.
Bob Lewis

Entered aa Eeoond Class matter at the
Post Office In Richmond, Kentucky, 40476.
Published weekly throughout the school
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Striving For Greatness

Eastern's 'Voyage Tkrou&h History'
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article is the second installment of a two-part
series. Last week the Progress published
the fit it half of this address by Dr. Thomas
Stovall, Eastern's new Vice President of
Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculty.
Thrr-f^, the concluding part of that speech,
delivered to the faculty last July 18.)
Proper concern for bask principles and
structure, the relationships among the disciplines, and techniques of problem analysis suggest the value of breadth of education, especially at the undergraduate
level. Those who have been instrumental
in launching a strong interdisciplinary general education program at Eastern are to
be commended, and to the furtherance of
this endeavor I pledge my support. Such
a program need not detract from or weaken the departmentalized disciplines. On
the contrary, it can undergird specialization
with a strong framework which can vitalize
the student's total educational experience.
Eastern's Commitment
Eastern's teaching commitment should
be to provide, to the maximum of the individual's ability, a program of general education for all who enter and to provide for
specialization in those fields needed (y
society and made possible by the resources
of the institution.
In this regard, we are witnessing a spectacular increase in the demand for semiprofessional, technical, and managerial
workers—these will constitute over 30 percent of all jobs in 1970. Preparation for
such employment is not within the scope
of interest of the traditional liberal arts
colleges and research oriented universities,
where feasible community colleges are
stepping into the breach. At Eastern commendable efforts are being made to meet
this need through the provision of two year
programs in some areas of Business and

Arts and Sciences. However, the major
effort in this regard is centered in the College of Applied Arts and Technology and
what is essentially a community college
which we see emerging from it.
In my opinion, these are defensibly
legitimate activities for an instiution of this
type. As social conditions change, manpower needs change, and socially responsible institutions of higher learning will develop new programs to provide training
which can better be given there than in the
high school or on the job.
However, development of such technical and vocational programs need not and
must not drain the strength of the central
core of the institution which is in the more
traditional departments of the other colleges. Undergraduate curricula in Arts and
Sciences and Business must be broadened
and strengthened in terms of faculty and
library support. Masters degree programs
should be planned in those fields where the
need is demonstrable and implemented as
soon as our resources permit.
As our technical and vocational curricula multiply and as we strenghten the
liberal arts departments, I trust that Eastem will continue to live up to its reputation
of preparing large numbers of excellent
teachers. As teacher education was an allcollege function in the past, it should be
viewed as an all-university function in the
future, with various academic components
contributing to teacher preparation just as
they do to other professional programs.
Research to Have Prominence
Although teaching may remain the
central function at Eastern, in the years immediately ahead, research will move into a
more prominent position than it has occupied. As this occurs we should heed the
advice of Logan Wilson, President of the
American Council on Education, who recently deplored the notion that all colleges

and universities and all faculty members
should take the plunge into an all out commitment to research. Wilson expresses the
view that the nation should have about fifty
distinguished research universities with perhaps an additional 200 where research is a
major interest. Eastern may well aspire to
be one of the 200. This does not mean,
however, that every faculty member should
be pressured into research and writing of a
busy work type.
It does mean that those who have the
knack for this sort of thing should be provided with time and facilities. Research of
significance is not a spare time hobby. It
requires a major commitment of time and
money. Most faculty do well to keen up
with developments in their field; and we
would do well to place more value on the
synthesizing type research that is necessary
for good teaching, trim needless publication
of trivia, and make better use of available
teaching and research talents.
As Eastern strives to find its place in
the research arena, a major challenge will
be to bit a balance between what has been
defined as "discipline oriented" research
and "mission oriented" research (Everett
Hopkins, Vice President for Planning and
Development at Duke University.)
Discipline oriented research is the very
basic, basic research which stresses knowledge for knowledge's sake, pursuing questions which may appear to be esoteric and
completely divorced from social reality.
However, the findings of such research almost inevitably feed into applied research
and development.
Mission oriented research is in the
spirit of Francis Bacon's statement that "The
purpose of science is to improve the estate
of man." Medical and engineering schools
have accepted their mission to improve the
lot of man, yet no one can accuse them of
basic research. We train, en-

gineers to build safe bridges and physicians
to perform surgery. Why are we not consciously trying to prepare professional social
engineers to deal with the myriad of social
and economic problems we face?
The Need For Balance
Leaning too far toward applied science
and service is as precarious as seeking out
for research those questions which are remote from the here and now and slapping
over matters of public concern. Again the
problem is to balance the two.
The third major task of a university,
and hence one of Eastern's responsibilities,
is to provide service. Rather than establish
a rank order between research and service
I tend to see them on the same level below
teaching.
A good case has been made for the
idea that teaching and research constitute
the sole legitimate service of higher education and *bat a line needs to be drawn
at this point. On the other extreme, if all
requests for service were answered there
would soon be no one on campus but students and custodial workers.
Again it is a problem requiring reason
and balance. If me service requested cannot be performed as well or better by another agency, if the university has the personnel and facilities to do the job, and if its
performance will not interfere with a higher priority responsibility such as teaching—the university should strive to meet the
need.
A key concept in defining the service
role of an intermediate scope institution
such as Eastern has been cxutened by President Maucker of the State College of IowaHe stresses the regional service idea: the
gearing of consultative services, conferences, off-campus instruction, and applied
research into economic, political, or social
problems to that portion of the stele for

which the institution has a special responsibility, v
Problems E.K.U. facet
As we embark upon our career as a
university in name and in multiplicity of
function, we are up against tough but not
insoluble problems SUCh as maintaining
balance among functions and within our
curriculum; obtaining high quality staff in
a very competitive market; holding, upgrading and "upsalarying" the excellent.
men and women we. have; aHm+mg more
high ability students while we coritmne to
accept and try realistically to meet the needs
of any high school graduate who comes to
as; and the continued addition of those
physical facilities, library resources, and instructional aids and services without which
we cannot achieve our goals.
It will not be easy and some will fall
by the wayside as they decide that it is impossible. But America has become great
by doing those things which many men have
claimed were impossabsf Eastern Kentucky University is striving for greatness by
doing many things which have been labeled
'impossible."
Apropos to our task is the statement
by Carl Schurz, the noted 19th Century kmQUffaTsUK KACdflUsQ*

Ideals are like stats. You will not
succeed in lonrhing them with ytmr
Ks«v*« But like the seafaring man on
the desert of waters, choosing them as
your guides, and following them, you
will reach your destiny.'
I deem k a privilege to be a member
of the crew during this stage of Eastern's
voyage through history,
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THE BEST OF HAYNIE

McGill
By RALPH MeGILL
SNCC (Snkk) is a story of two organizations.
Today Snick is Stokely Carmichael,
publicly saying "By God, I want a little
chaos."
Snick now is Carmirhad talking of
enough violence "to bring this country to
its knees."
Snick today is Carmichael saying that
when you talk of Mack Power, "you are
tullring about building a movement that
will smash everything Western civilization
has created."
The Negro in America, in die new
countries in Africa, and wherever he may
be, is a part of Wesetm civilization, which
a worldwide momentum now is trying to
make available to all citizens.
Snick today seeks conflict between races
* peace and an equal*? of opportunity
and political power
This new Snick has lolled of f the onginal Snick — the one that attracted the
idealistic college students of both races to
share jail.fear, terror, and to work together.
This Snick is no longer a civil rights
organisation.
Old SNCC Had Fine Record
No civil rights <*K>*I*Z***J
finer record of^^4£"?""^
comphshment than th, Smdent Nonv^tot
Coordinating Committee (SNCC, Smck)

«

,'

;'■"

\\

Some of both races woe lolled. SNCC:
brought hope and courage to many tenor-*
ized communities in Mississippi and Ala-''
bama. Negro and white, together they en-1
dured indignities, degradations, humiliations, and hfHf^'p* in county and city jails.
Young women out of college, Negro and*
white, were subjected to the most coarse
and vulgar treatment by police officers —
city andcounty—in the areas where they
went to do a job that was needed Their1
courage was such that they went into the
remote counties of Mississippi and Ala*
bama where justice had never been a part1
of Negro life and where any who sought
to change the set-up were greeted with brutality, terror, and, on some occasions, death.
Freedom schools to teach adults some
basic reading and writing and to instruct
them in civil rights and voting rights, Negro
history, and so on, were features of the
activities of the young students, Negro
and
white.
6
SNCC Story Inspiring
There were failures and there were instances of irrational leadership. But they
were few. In the main, the story of SNCC
was magnif dent and inspiring.
That was the SNCC—the Snick—that
was.
"it, decline may be traced to part of the
leadership that began to assert itSf in Ute
^03****. It wa, extremely docrf ^ ^ leadew de.

^n£ "ft^^F ^£?Sl
£1960 at Raleigh, N.C, until about mid;„T^^.
J u.
J i-J SNCC captured thejdeahsm and[enthusiasm of thousands of students across
the nation, Negro and white. The dedk*
tio of these jdeahs* young propleu a great

veloped. semi-paranoid condition. In
^g^JSPSmmmm^kmrn
current. SNCC, unable to meet payrolls, "Ah! Tnis Diet Should Work
^^ ^d fom a front and pu^ a
J^JQQO buudine
• ^ m JJ honorable, idealistic *»
^j
^ ^

W* 1 *♦* *°V{ ** i!*SS E%
h
^^Al!TLS!LWCK «^L?S'
^5-^ ^T?^™ SC5
police chiefs, and me total power structure
of the towns and counties in which they
worked.
Much- of what Hrfcy-did wtt to the
presence qjdangfrand unrelenting hntsad.

™ »f what anJunts to a secret klan-type
gr«.p which openly states its racial hatreds
"<* 'ts objectrvVto foment disorder and
^ ^ Jg £ dertroy Western dvilization is one of the more melancholy stories (EDITOR'S NOTE: The following guest
of our time.
editorial is reprinted from the Sept. 15,
1S«« by The H«ll Syndicate, Inc.)
1966, istufoffa Richmond Daily Regis(AB
ter.)

Question Your Faith

\

•ij,.

/

l

Should a oollege student question the Faith
Into which he was born? Emphatically yea. Is
the answer I would hope be you™. In our
modem society It la no longer 1eaatble or even
deatrable, to bHndly accept a religion that has
come down to moat of us from our parenta by
nature.
Questioning la an lntregal part of learning.
To be associated with University life wlU Involve you In a proceee of questioning every
branch of knowledge presented to you. Whether
we are Baptist, Catholic, Christian. Methodist
or members of any other Faith the time baa
come to analyse that Faith in a sarlotaa manner.
However, to question carries with it a reeponaibUlty to soak the truth. X have met many University students who are quite wining to question their Faith, but too few of them are willing
to pursue any serious Investigation of that
Faith.
A OUt Frem CM
Two norms come to mind If we are really
going to be fair to God, ourselves, and our
Faith. One Is that we should safeguard and
practice the religion we now have until such
time that a thorough Investigation of our raBgion would cause us to seek something bettor.
The Christian Faith We possess la a gratuitous gift from God. and should never be
abandoned for anything less precious than what
we already value. Tour parenta have had your
best Interests In mind, and you owe it to them
to not fail by Ignoring your religious education,
and heritage received from them.
The eecond norm la that a student In higher
education must realise that his Faith can be
approached intellectually. The Judaeo-Chriatlan
Ospensatlon la above all else a revealed religion,
not one of right reason. For example there la
no way for ue to grasp fully bow three persona
can exist in one Divine Nature. Even though
tola la true we should apply ourselves to a study
of revelation or the Faith to the beat of our
abttttv.
Thia application of our mind to revelation U
sailed theology—a study of God. Theology is
a vaUd branch of knowledge, and anyone of university status should be willing to investigate
as
religious truth, and not treat his religion aa
sentiment, emotion, or a personal affair not
worthy of discussion on an intellectual level with
his fellow man. Cardinal Newman has said,
"Admit a God, and you introduce among the
subjects of your knowledge a fact emcompaes
tog, dosing In upon, absorbing, every other fact
conceivable.
How can we investigate any part of any
order of knowledge and stop short of that which
enters Into every order?" Even though there
era some rumors abreast that God Is dead, I
would surmise mat most of us have not protressed so rapidly Intellectually, thus wa
a God, and have the obligation of investigating
both Him end His revelation.
Born* of this quertionlng or inv.rtlg.tion
can be done Informally by reading the modern
publications available. Another way In which
information can be gained is by Joining the religious organlxatlons on campus. Bach of the
major religious bodies are present on campus
having active ministers.
If these religious centers or organisations
are accomplishing their primary rote It should
be one of a ilisllange paitkulsrty an intellectual approach to the Faith you have. AtEastera you1 are maturing intellectually to the many
ly engaged upon Whether It be the
of study
OeldVol
arts, sciences, education, or others.
This win miisssltali an updating of your

riMgirws knowledge. Aa

~ of

Student Council Tr*UHHr
With registration now over and classes
back in session the officers of the Student
Council wish to thank all of the many
people who had a part in making this year's
orientation program the best ever. With
the possible exception of registration, which
was not handled by the students, everything
went off well, and the students are to be
congratulated.
With classes now bade in session the
student council faces the task of moving
back into high gear. The first meeting of
this year is scheduled for Tuesday afternoon
September 20, at 5:15 and hopefully a
quorum will be present as there is much to
do from the start
One of the big problems that the Council is faced with this year is that * has not
grown as fast as the student body itself
has. In order to be the voice of all the
' students the Council this year must work
on a more effective means of representation.
As dungs now stand, the members of the
Council are sent from the various dubs on
campus. While this has been the way to
do things since the beginning of the Council
some years ago it is quite like high school,
not to say anything of the seventy-per<ent
of the students on campus that have no real
representation.
Since only 25 per-cent of the students
here at Eastern actually belong to one of
the dubs on campus it seems that we might
as well go somewhere else and bring people
back here to sit in our student council meetings. The Executive Committee of die
Council has worked on this problem over
the summer and plans to have the problem
alleviated by the next campus election. This
plan calls for members of the Council to be
elected by precincts on campus. These precincts would cover all of the dormitories on
campus as well as the commuters off camif It Doesn't Make You Anemic'*
pus.
Another program that the Student
Council will try to work out this year if a
party system on campus. If a political
party system were to be initiated on Eastem's campus, the Student Council would be
more productive due to a check system and
competition. The majority of the col
and we wdcome you back to the Eastern campuses in the U.S. have political fa
campus and Richmond.
within the student government o '
Those of you who have the good for- tions, and * seems to be very benc
tune to enroll at EKU are more fortune the student government,
than you realire. You have chosen wisely
There are many other things which
in sdecting Eastern as the institutibn in must he dctWthis year, yet the rtudent must
which to seek a college degree.
keep in mind that nothing will be acEastern has rated high among institu- complished without one hundred percent
tions of higher learning for years. The re- jtudent support. Eastern is growing at a
cent development by which the college has fantastic pace, yet nothing will be very
attained University status is fortunate for meaningful unless the student stands beyou in that the prestige of Eastern has been hind the school and the council. A proud
enhanced and a broader curriculum extends student must continue to support the hv
your opportunity to study under highly com- stitution. Without the strong studentpetent instructors.
citizen, all of the buildings on campus
It is our hope that for each student it mean nothing more than tree stumps.
will be a year of educational enrichment.
Remember—the Student Council meets
Richmond warmly welcomes you.
Tuesday afternoons in die Grise Room at
5:15. All members are expected to be
there and all students are welcome

Richmond Extends Welcome
To Returning EKU Students

It is a j oy to see the hundreds of brighteyed youngsters swarming about town,

By FATHER MoQUIBE

Council Reports
By BOB HUGHES

The Story Of Two 'Snicks'
1

To The Student

God wffl make religion seem ohlkjieh and unimportant. It will be a level wbarein you picture angels aa beautiful creatures with wings
trying la heaven instead of pure spirits with no
bodies.

* tr*'.0tul..70!i
have ever been before. Freedom carries with It
an awesome responsibility to seek truth, goodMM. sUad God.
These virtues we desire-knowledge, truth,
love, tat a word God, cannot be acmdred overnight. However, aa a recent president has said
about the Important task before our country,
"Let us Begin." Let us begin to seek a morecomplete education by a study of God. and our
relation to Him. It Is an amaitng and condemnatory reflodton upon our present world
^«» despite so much Increase in the acquisition
of truth regarding the technical sciences, sociology, medicine, and In so many fields toovaat
to list that religious ignorance (a lack of knowledge) Is so prevalent
Go right on questioning, but have the courage to seek some answers. Let us not reject
our present Faith unless we In conscience are
certain we can Improve upon It This would
among other things include a study of religion.
a theology based on knowledge, Instead of emotion. You wnr get no credit hours, or degrees
for this pursuit of truth, but you could serve
Ood, your country, and your neighbor so much
more completely.
——
'
net
i -VT
1.1
tdltoral .Notebook
Preeident Martin'a press conference with the
riuaiees staff, Sept 12, was a moat lnformatlve
most Informative sisal on We wonder why
*uch conferences aren't caned more often
throughout the year.
ee»
The new calendar of Unlversi^-oentered •vents
now circulating on campus is one of the most
trmtfiM.1 items for the student over to come
from the Office of Public Affairs. Wa suggest
chat every student get a copy. If he doesn't
already have one, and plan his extra-curricula*
activities by it
•
*
•
_
Book prices seem to have gone up again, rernape some very interesting onesUons with some
very surprising answers could be raised on this
issue,
•
•
•
Vice President Humphery remarked last week
that he la "sure" that President Johnson wants
him for a running mate tat 1S68. On the other
band, the |»es^risljgyalarltypons seem to
^*JFl ZZJTZSXJZJ?^
the American people want Johnson.
„ , " -~ .«/«__—* *~.~i 1.—
W. suspect thatGordon andCxmmd ******
tt
***********£**"$,
sS,T! K^J-t
ftriandn* inmat *Jf^KJ_^^.Judenta
S-f^-^rrr^SJSon^
•"■"■*■
home to more ways than one. ^
__
~_i„irf. i« w.Hin.tr*, MMrii
U^uTpc^tlon^appI^^

1SZX£riNtt~?£lSZ

wearing "beanies" which denote they are
freshmen at Eastern.
For most of them it is their first exErience at being away from home for any
lgth of time. It is to be hoped that there
will be a minimumvof homesickness and a
major degree of fun and interest in their
venture mto

*• reabn rf hi«her •*"*"*».

To the upper class students we want
to say you have been missed during vacation
University Characteristics

Eastern And Its Fine Arts
By ANDREW BBOEKEMA
fWtrman, Dopt of Mario
Last Friday the musical world looked with
pride on the opening of the new Metropolitan
Opera House in the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts In New York City, it was a
night to remember. We could an feel a sense
of pride even though we were greatly removed
from such an event On our campus we can
feel a more Immediate sense of pride as we
look to the year ahead, a year which will be
packed with opportunities to observe and heal
aU types of cultural events.
in,, wme Arts are oonuuaty evident on the
campus. AU we need to do la to look around
us to know that beauty exists in every facet
Of our lives. Our campus is filled with architecture which la meant to Impress us with more
tban Its utilitarian value. We enjoy landscaping which has been carefully designed to compliment a visual effect of considerable satlsfaction. And though these things are often
ignored, it takes little energy to involve ourselves in such artistic phenomena.
fssaaas Artistic Events
There are, however, many kinds of artistic
events on the campus which require a desire
£ ^^ ^ and to sirtvefor, In order to fill our
aesthetic needs. These are the Fine Arts which
presently exist as events listed on a campus
The departments of music, art, and
drama have announced an exciting academic
bnatd on the premise that Eastern
fleets a broad and rich education, We expect
students and faculty to want the arts, and to
We hope those wants
want -u^ty m the arta.
wffl b, mippned.
Recently the Oiflce of Public AMslrs published a document for everyone's use a wen.
designed calendar listing activities for •very
„„„,., tastes. Have you noticed what Is
gjr#? ^^ j^, ft ^^ ^ u,, y^t in advance

^^
dramatic i»oductlons are
apacedXlngtoe next nine months. The Kentucky String Quartet la planning three protrams In the Ferren Room. The major music
Smembtoe. compo-d of student. fronTan dePertinents, win be beard on ssveral occasions
trough e** eemesfr. The Conc^ Band wffl
ukVover after the excitement of the footban
mumm and the ••Marching Maroona." The Concert Choir and Chamber Choirs win Include a
g^varirtyotcb^mu-conth-rcon-

The «a~trn Symphony Orclmrtra ha. tour

S^aauWto^.c^

Z^T^^&fZJrVSSZ

The student draft hangs over our heads. Last
i^T^ji^Wtofted in Louisville. Why
do»£w.>?toT»^rh^
aid its entire personal over to the mffltanr?

wffl mark the 14th annual performance of the
"Meariah." Watch, too, for the openings of imPortent art exhibit, to be <&play«l on toe
campus.
r

Professional performing groups will highlight the calendar to augment further the attractive months ahead. Such names as Dick
Bchory, Frank Guerrera, Grant Johannesen,
David Cralghead, Hems Wunderiigh, Andre
Marshal, and others will be printed in bold
letters on their lespeuUve programs. The Ruth
Paige International Ballet wffl share the Brock
Auditorium stage with the Louisville Symphony
and the Kentucky Opera Association. And
there are more names to be announced.
Could we ask for anything more? Surely
this is not enough for a campus of 8000 students,
will not be,
be. if
and 400 faculty members. It Wffl

each of you takes advantage of these opportunities. But unless you make the effort to find
the when, where, who, and what of all of these
events, there win be more than enough to satisfy
our ncMi.

Tad Dances' Banned
At Bri&ham Younfc
(ACP)—The frog, swim, jerk, and
other "fad dances" have been banned
from the Brigham Young University campus.
The student government Executive
Council voted to prohibit "suggestive"
...
V,
dances it considered contrary to Mormon
, .
Standards.
University President Ernest L. Willrin-

The "University is a depository for in- son commended the Council for the "posif
lta W0
- !49*L*"LJe££
.■ndWe
*L',B five
action they had taken _.
in .dance „•
stanm can always
measured
by Its achievements.
,,„,/.,

UrMU

exist but we cannot achieve without using toe dards and said classes were being scneworld around us. The calendar Is Impressive rJuled to teach students social dancing,
on paper, but It wffl be more Impressive when
I .
^
It becomes a daUy schedule for you.
_^^_—

Course Changes To Provide 'Broad Background'
(ACP)—University of Minnesota liberal arts studenst will be required to take
six rather than three quarters of a foreign
language but will no longer have to declare
a minor as the result of arrculum changes
announced last week, reports the Minnesota
Daily.
These and other changes, which were
considered for five years, were designed
to give students a "broad background" and
still keep requirements "as flexible as possible," according to Norman Kerr, curriculum committee chairmen.
Under the new College of Liberal Arts
(CLA) changes, CLA students must complete 25 credits of a foreign language, instead of the currently required 15, or pass
a validation exam at that level of language
comprehension.

A student entering with two years of
high school Latin may take 15 credits of
another language or continue in Latin,
Q^^^ tta6eoti WJU not be permitted
to $pUt ^ 0^ reo^n^nt between two
languages.
^
Instead of the 15-credit minor, students
wdl be required to take 30 Upper Division
credits in departments outside their major
fields.
The minimum number of credits to be
taken in Upper Division was raised from
57 to 75 credits and the grade point average
required for the major fidd was raised from
2.0 to 2.2.
In addition, liberal arts students will
be required to divide their freshmen and
sophomore courses into four new categories.

HerdLoorm As Threat
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COLONEL CLIPS >y.(MJU

The Eastern Maroons open with Harold Burke and Harry
The Maroons football coach
Roy Kldd fait like be had every their cross country season Sat- Faint with newcomers Ralph
Thls
Saturday, with a meet Grant, Mike Waters, Ivan SchoU
right to be all smiles Monday
against Cumberland College and Sam Anderson rounding out
morning, but he wasn't
Bated with his team's open- at the Madison Country Club at the squad.
ing game win over favored Aus- 11 a.m.
Last season
they defeated
tin Peay 33-15 Saturday night,
The Maroons lost five mem- teams such as Illinois, Iowa, In(he Colonel mentor was already bers from last seasons
diana, and Kentucky in compillooking ahead to hit next op- championship team but OVC
have ing an impressive 10-0 record.
ponent, tough Marshall Satur- three returning letterman In In the past two seasons they
day night In Huntington.
have rang up an 18-2 record unWhile Eastern was thrusting Grant Colehour, who placed first der the capable hands of Coach
Jim
Beaaley,
who
placed
eighth,
itself Into the Ohio Valley ConDoug Cordler. Brent Arnold Conan "Connie'' Smith.
ference title contention picture aand
Coach Smith has a very opletterman
two years ago reby thumping the
Governors,
tomlstic attitude concerning the
turns
after
a
years
layoff
along
Marshall, behind tailback Micfuture of the team. He said,
key Jackson, was hanging It
"This win be a rebuilding year
on Morehead 27-20.
tor us but don't count us out of
Jackson, fourth leading scorer
the OVC race for we could surIn the country last year, led
prise some people.
We have
The
Maroon's
win
play
10
the Thundering Herd to a 28-12
three fine boys back from last
football
games
this
year
with
a
win over Eastern in Richmond.
year's squad in Colehour, BeaaEastern must concentrate on five and five traveling schedule. ley, and Cordler. We also have
•topping Jackson to beat Mar- There will be seven conference Brent Arnold, one of the better
shall, Kldd says. Jackson gains games and three games with top lads in the conference two years
most of his yardage around end ranked opponents Marshall and ago, returning along with Burke
The University of and Faint. Among the newcomand is a deadly punt and kick- Flndlay.
off return artist. Fullback An- Tampa will be the only new- ers Ivan SchoU promisee to be
dy Bocha gains most of Mar- comer to the Maroon schedule. an outstanding boy as does Mike
Sept 14 Marshall (N)
A Wates, Sam Andeeon, and Ralph
shall's Inside yardage.
Ufi^ii.ii, on the other hand, Sept SO 'Murray State (N) H Grant"
will probably counter with dou- Oct.
8 •Middle Tenn. (N) A
ble coverage on split end Marsh
H
and must contend with Car- Oct. 15 •Bast Tenn.
(Band Day)
tor's speed, both inside and aOct. 22 Flndlay
H
round end.
Campus Hick
(Cheerleaders Day)
Kldd gave the offensive line
a lot of credit for crisp block- Oct. 29 •Western Kentucky A
ing and "great" pass protec- Nov. 5 •Tennessee Tech
H
tion for Gulce.
(Homecoming)
HIRAM BROCK
The defensive unit received
H
a lot of praise, especially for a Nov. 12 'Morehead State
AUTITORIUM
(Military Day)
Sal line stand that ended with
aadt's end sons Interception. Nov. 19 Tampa, (N)
A
It came when Eastern was leading by only 21-18.
SEPT. 21—Wednesday

HEADHUNTEK-BENEOADE OF THE WEEK
This year, as JIM been the custom In the past, the coaching
start •elect, the outstanding: offensive and defensive player of
STiame. These piayer. are selected for their ouUtandtag play
throJLrhout the fame. The offensive standout Is called the
Rmegmde of the Week, while the defensive man Is termed Headhunter.
_ -_ . .
ThU weeks Headhunter award was given to Co-Captain
Buddy Pfaadt, a senior safety from Louisville. Pfaadt set a
new school mark as he intercepted four passes and "turned
them for a total of 40 yards. His outstanding play enabled the
Maroons to stop crucial Governor drives.
The Renegade honors are being shared by the pssstaf combination of quarterback Jim Gulce and split end Aaron Marsh.
The two teamed up for three touchdowns and 160 yards. Gulce
set a new school record for passing yardage with 1W ami ne
also ran for another touchdown.
_____
MAROONS SHOW SPEED, DESIRE
The Eastern Maroons proved that they are going to be the
team to beat in the O.V.C. as they completely outclassed toe
Austin Peay Governors In their 33-18 romp, last Saturday night:
The Colonels' utilised speed and top conditioning as they out
played the favored Austin Peay eleven. Jim Gulce set a new
school record for most yards passing with a IS* yard total to
erase Larry Mamie's old record of 180, which was set •*»*)""
against Middle Tennessee. Gulce teamed up with Aaron Marsh
for three touchdowns and teamed up for 160 yards of the 196.
Buddy Pfaadt set a new school record with four interceptions
and tied the O.V.C. record. Other defensive members who
played an outstanding game were Ron DeVingo, Miller Arrltt,
Jim Demler, Don Moore and Chuck Slemon.
The Maroons play Marshall University this Saturday night
at Huntington, W.Va. Marshall holds the series lead over the
Colonels with 5 wins against four defeats. The Thundering
Ted Holcomb, flanker back; Roger Prall, tight
Herd edged Morehead In their opener 27-20, and have won the
The Maroons will take on the Marshall Uniend, and Aaron Marsh, split end. The
last three games from the Maroons. The Herd will be led by
versity's Thundering Herd this coming SaturColonels hope to drop a few "bombs" on the
Mickey Jackson, a senior halfback, who was the nations fourth
day night at Huntington, W.Va. Jim Gulce
leading scorer last year with 16 touchdowns. This game sixes
Herd and win number two.
sets his sights on three of his top receivers,
up as another big test for the Maroons and figures to be a touch
encounter.
Things look good for the Maroons If the offensive machine
Is In high gear and the headhunters can contain the speedy Jackson, who scored four touchdowns in last year's contest Marshall
OVO SOHEDtJIX
Is the favorite but don't count the Maroons out. Student support
Murray at Austin Peay
would sure be appreciated by the team and Huntington isn't
Western at Bast Tennessee
that far, so take the hint and try to get up there and root the
Eastern at Marshall
Colonels to victory.
Middle Tenn. at U. T. MarSPORTS STAFF MEETING
Buddy
Pfaadt,
team
co-caphanding
the
Governors,
picked
By DOUG WHITLOCK
tin
The Progress Sports Staff will have a meeting in the ProEastern Kentucky's Colonels to finish no lower than second tain, set a pass interception reMorehead at Toungstown
gress office Thursday afternoon at 4. All sports writers from
in
all
polls,
the
loss
in
the
opentook the wraps off a powerful
cord, stealing four Austin Peay
Chattanooga at Tennessee
last years' staff please be there and be on time.
er
for
both
teams.
offense and thrust themselves
Tech
Into
the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Jim Gulce set one record and
OVC GAMES
championship picture early with tied another as he completed
Eastern 33—Austin Peay 15
a
33-16
thumping
of
Austin
nine of 14 passes for 198 yards,
Marshall 27—Morehead 20
Peay Saturday night in Clarks- a single game record, and threw
Western 42—St Josephs 21
vllle,
Tenn.
three touchdown pisses All
East Tennessee 20—Murray 16
4 MDJBS SOOTH ON TJ.S. U — Bs-PBA BOAD
Doing all their scoring In the three scoring strikes were to
Middle Tennessee 14—Pensecola Navy 12
second and fourth quarters, the split end Aaron Marsh who
Arkansas State 43—Tennessee Tech IS
TOMORROW - THURSDAY - FRIDAY!
Colonels were Impressive In caught five passes for 160 yards.
Pindlay 20—Eastern Michigan 0
Tulsa 87—Tampa 11
James Stewart
Guy Stockwell

Ready, Aim Fire!

Maroons Swamp Austin Peay
33-15 In Season Opener

Thinclads Opera With Cumberland

ColonelGrid Schedule

PMOYIEBB

ADISON

STARTING
WEDNESDAY
WUK,DONTRUH
...to the fend

_

ofthrtslng

Richmond Drive In Theatre

Kenny's Drive In
Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You
—Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Milk Shakes

. 50* Mr-tar,-* Comb- Couon

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

"ShsB—douh". colors |
"Uam Goste
SATURDAY—Threa in Color at 7:20 P. M.
Karen Jensen - "OUT OF SIOHT"
David Niven—"WHERE THE SPIES ARE"
Alex Nickol—"GUNHGHTERS OF THE
CASA GRANDE-

-

THUNDER1ALL"
Sean Connery,
Claudine Auger
SEPT. 22—THURSDAY
"THE LOVED ONE"
Jane Mansfield, Dana
Andrews, Tab Hunter,
Rod Steiger, Milton
Berle, Ciberace

SEPT. 23—FRIDAY
"633 SQUADRON"
Fliss Robertson,
Maria Perschy,
George Chal

WED.- THURS.
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.''

aaANUYCOMMNV

2 Blocks off W. Main,
Comer of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

mm

SAM/uTTHA

J&M

SEPT. 24—SATURDAY
"JOY IN THE
MORNING"
with
Richard Chamberlain,
and Yvette Mimeux
■»
-HO—
SEPT. 26—MONDAY
MADE IN PARIS"
Ann-Margaret,
Louis Jourdan,
Edie Adams

\ fjM is for more fun

ALL STUDENTS
This is the time to sign up for introfnuro. bowling leagues. Men's
and Ladies leagues every afternoon of the week.
FREE TRANSPORTATION FROM EKU TO

MAROON LANES
AND BACK.
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I

with

FaraPresa*
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H
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You can't help sweeping a gal off her feet In
masterfully tailored slacks like these. The secret
is in the weave of vat-dyed fibers that are
double-plied for double strength. Permanently
pressed to "Never Need Ironing."
Watstt 28"-M» $800
H3RATB

... From th* makers of Wet/ons*

&044 MONOgRAMS
The lusty brogue redefined. Ounces lighter, doubly
flexible. The Monogram"' plate on the instep is our
mark of quality . . . your mark of distinction.

There's « Plain Toe iiylc. too. Both in Black, Golden
and Hawthorn Brown pain call and Cordovan color Corfiro*

200 i 214 HMH STREET

O. H. BASS & CO.. 159 Main Street Wilton. Maine

Baechtold Signs Top
Freshmen

Eastern's tldrd tally came Sport Magazine
when ah Austin Peay punt by
Parson went off the side of ma Pick, Prv>Sea*on
foot and traveled but 21 yards
from his own 27 to the «.
All-America n»
Quioe found
"I'think we got Maw players
Head
.** that
the first
*■....
BeachteM baa
wm hasp us in future see
aerials, one rtopptac • scortat and the
Mlralgaa State have Bases* ful recnriUag
sens." he remarked, "and on
(8-yard
touchdown
strike.
After
threat taMhte UM Maroon 10.
few players ea the ttth aa*
g high the whole they promise to be as
r
The All-OVC safety tod UM the kick, also by Rlggs, E
anal All-America Preview Feetgrant- outstanding students, aa well as
^L^taMb*a
has
its
21-7
halftime
lead.
league last year with
O Team BBBBNI ta the carreat ln-alds.
SM
ef
apart
magaaiae,
HalfPeay started the third
The elgnees will report to
Austin Peay,
quarter like the first
The Maroons lost «-6
campus ****» fall to become part Jim
IS
hard-numinc full back John
Minahall from
Newport
of
the
freshmen
squad
which
is
grskbed
4*
passes
fer
OS
yards
Ogles, anmtwateil flnt parted
Catholic to the Plttsburg Pirates
coached
by
Jack
Adams.
.
head
the
oOsasivi
dub,
action, the Maroons running
Tommy Woodrtng
Mmehall signed tor a 00,000
Tap Students
only a half doesn offensive •a Eastern fumble on the Ma- while pay BSSBTSM cart Bet be
bonus plus a four year scholarasaith
au4
peea-pUferlag
Oeerge
BeachtoW.
commenting
that
roon
24
yard
Una.
A
short
run
ship to the college of Ins choice.
ptavs.
Webster
at
ssUreeck
bulwark
and
aa
offatdse
penalty
put
the
this
was
the
largest
number
to
MinehsU lettered four times for
The Oovs turned an Bastsrn
the
defsBstaa
ssjaaS.
Oovs
on
the
28.
Carl
Williams
Ink
Eastern
pacts
stnee
he
has
the Tnoroughbreds and was one
fumble into the game'* first
letasagSeasa a* aa iMsassis become head coach in UBS, said at the top pitchers la the state
bit Andy Toombe with a pass
•BON. PnlUp rarlnella
as the big ead sPrsated into the halfback stot ea Sport's AU- he Is very pleased With the crop. last year.
on a Colonel DobNe on
Teaai Is
BOBS and then WOllama Amattea Piertew
ern 38 and eight playa later
the two-point oOBverston. speedy Floyd Uttie of Syracoee,
Oglea crashed over from the
led by only 1WI, ead B strong in sisna favorite to
four. Ronnie Parson kicked the
capture the Heismaa trophy, M
Austin Peay had momentum.
PAT.
The Oovs farced the Maroons college football'. eatBtaassag
Austin Peays domination and
to cmrendcr the ball ea downs
-ere both short-lived.
Governor quarterback Aubrey at the Eastern 44 after a faked The ' hne-biarting fullback Of
Be, atssissl Bay
Plan, starting a drtre from hie punt ended with aa tnoompJets the clubsMia ef
the UsdvataHy ef
own ao, ejected to go to the air,
who
imillil fer 1.00J
Ogles
ripped
oft
18.
Wimams
only to hare Eastern's DOB
sa SIS
Moore Intercept on the SO and eight, Bellinger three, and Ogles yards
18 more, tar a first aad goal son, scertax 18
ret back to the Oov. 25.
Purdue's
Bob Grteee, whe
on
the
Eastern
seven.
The
MaOB the first play from scrimfer
mage, ».4 sprinter Herman roon defence tightened aad pleted 142 of 281
Carter got around the Austin threw Austin Peay back to the ins yards aad 11
fourth down.
gets the caM at
Pear left eat, got the good 10.Than
Playing opposite the Spartans
h halfback pus
blocks down field and scored on
in dm ead none by Washington at ead la equally
a 25-yard spurt. Mike Rlgga Intercepted
ef
booted the uutuBratca and the Pfaadt and the ban was brought ts tooted Devey Wises—s
out to the SO.
Washing*., who wlO out Jama
•core was tied with 14:29 to go back
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Three plays later, from the
in the half.
81,
Gknoe
completed
a
ea-yerd
fenstve
beak
fer
that
baa,"
say
Start Seeead TD Drtre
the experts.
scoring pass to Mara]
The Colonels started their tot
the two-potetar failed aad
The Interior Untsaia are toc
second TD drtre following
■astern led 27-16 with 10*0 ktos Gary Bageahagen of Syraother Austin Peay mlecue.
cuse
aad Maurice Moorosaa of
After a good punt return had left
The Colonels salted It away Te>as ABM..
placed the Oovs on the Eastern with
7:15 left when another Alton ef Nebraska aaS Bob
24, Oglee fumbled and Rick Dry
Ouloe-Marsh pees paid off. Hylaad of Boston College, asrt
den recovered for Eastern.
kick failed.
center Kay Pryer of Ohio State.
Oatoe, Carter, Butch Green Rim'
Carter, who scored
OB the dutuaslve squad, Mich
and a IB-yard pass to Marsh ac- first
TD, was the game's
Igaa Staters Babba Bmtth is
oounted for 68 yards in 10 playa rusher
with 88 yards m IT ear* paired at ead with Sam Harris,
and a third and seven situation rtes. Oglea
gained 75 yarde in a Bae crashing wtagmaa from
on the Austin Peay 18.
Polymer Medium
attempts.
Colorado. The tackles are Layd Acrylic Polymer
Outoe, rolling out on as op- 20 Eastern's
Bob
Plotte
punted
Emulsion
Gesso
George
Pastes
of
Georgia,
with
tion paesor-run play, skirted five times for a US average. Nebraska's Wayne htoytaa anCasein Art Colors
right end for the touchdown. Parson averaged 87.4 par Mob. eharlasr the center ef UM doMolding Cley
Rlggs kicked and Eaatsrn led
Tempre
Sets
Uquitex
Molding
middto
gaud.
14-7 at 4:27.

Maroons
Swamp

asr.

You're old
enough lo
knowthis.ee

and not
too old to
know it now!

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

Robinson Point Store
ART SUPPLIES

Frosh Stretches To Win
AUSTIN TINKLE" ha« the ball, for once, but two Eastern
taam members make a grab for It

Paste

MEET YOUR FRIENDS JUST OFF CAMFUS ON SECOND STREET

VARSITY GRILL
ONE OF THESE SPECIAL MEALS EVERY DAY:

77c

77c

77c

VOLKSWAGENS

$1.00

$1.00

77c

HAM
DINNER

FRIED
CHICKEN

ROAST
BEEF

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

items ere now in stock.

That's why you should talk to
your College Life representative
about the BENEFACTOR; the
policy that gives you more for
your money.

It has so many benefits we want
you to hear about them; not
read about them. Get the full
story.
You'll be glid you did.

SHOP THE MODEM WAY....

At

HAMBURGER
STEAK

77c

All regular art supplies and many ether special

College men are preferred risks
... and College Life is the original and only life insurance company serving college men only.

SERVICED EXPERTLY

77c

FISH
Chuck Wooon
MEAT
DINNER
STEAK
LOAF
Two VsasPfoblss. Freshly lotted Bread and Butter with each Meal!
Save 10% on All Meals by Using our Meal Tickers.

Dry Tempre

You art in a buyer's position...
for life insurance ... when you
an young. Don't be sorry ten
yean front now... act now!

SUPPORT THE ADVERTISES

TONY'S DX SERVICE
COMPLETE UNE OF VW FARTS

WILLIAM A. MANZ
Rtpratantlng (As Only Company
that Stilt Exclutlvaty to Colhgt Man

WHO SUPPORT TOUR PAPER,

133WfadsorDr.
Big Hil Avenue

Phone 423-9743

(ftp laBtmt $vagx**B

raezsrr
WW*a9 cF"sP«S*V
s

:'- .'■.'

212 WATER STREET
J4 HOOT WEST OF SECOND STREET
i

um ©©GO
MMIi TO MY
JUMSTT C©

FOR WOMEN

oooo

FOR MEN

Lady Gant
Custom Blouse
Pringle Sweaters

Gant
Custom Shirt

David Ferguson
Ladybug
Villager

WE DON'T HAVE A STORE NEXT 10 EVERY CAMPUS eeee
ROT WE'RE WORKING OH IT

Pringle Sweaters
Wright Pants

Seaton Hall

Bostonian Shoes
Woolrich Jacket

Bernhard Altmann
Lady Bostonian

Eastern Kentucky University

College Hall
Sport Coats

University of Cincinnati

and Suits

Ohio State University
Ohio University

I Purdue University (
I Miami University (

University of Kentucky
Bowling Green St. University

£mu2
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The Fashion-Conscious Man Seeks New Trends

Vinyl Sets Fashions Pace

Man often think their
go uimoOnod by the oppoatte
sax. They are really badly mistaken, shoes play an important
role In the overall appearance
of any young man, Just any college girl
Man, as wall as woman, are
becoming more fashion-con-

For New Fall Rain Wear
By NANCY PRINZEL
Woman'* Editor
Vinyl Is the latest word In
swlnflnc fashions (or the young
and the young at heart. It's
safe to bet taat high school and
college campuses will be sprinkled liberally with it, in many
forms when this new academic
years begins.
This material Is not a sudden
discovery, as it has been appearing for a number of years
in boots, umbrellas and other
utilitarian items. But, as with
all the synthetic* and the like,
ft baa been greatly improved in
its relatively short life span,
thus adding to its many uses.
Vinyl Has Many Uses
It serves both purposes, beauty and practicality,
in such
tilings as raincoats and boots.
Its water shedding finish can be
treated Just as fashionably as
a fabric for many of the simple line silhouettes.
Miss Nina Fackert, a senior
from Louisville, Kentucky is

modeling a white vinyl rain
coat and using a white vinyl
matching umbrella. This coat
can be worn with or without the
belt. It Is double breasted and
Is trimmed with the slanting
pockets.
Naturally there are limitations to Its styling because of
the stiffness. This rules out the
use of any pleats, gathers or
such forms of fullness. It also
dictates a style with as few
seams and darts as possible.
This is right in keeping with
most of today's styles, anyway,
with A-line shaping and few unnecessary decorative touches.
Caps are simple too, with berets and visored tarns used to
top off the outfit.
Skirts In this shiny material
are always the above-the-knee
type, and the most have low
waistlines and wide belts. The
Jackets that convert these into
suits are also simple in line,
usually coUarless and with no
cuffs or pockets.

By NANCY PRINZEL
Women's Editor
Why do you join a club? Because your friends belong to It?
Because of the prestige of belonging to a school service organisation? To have a big list
of numbers by your name in the
Yearbook? Because you agree
with the aims of the club and
want to do your best to further
It?
Although the Utter aim to
supposed to be the only "good"
one, we snow we all Join clubs
for an four of these reasons.
But are the first three reasons
the only Important ones? This
to a question only you can answer.
Clubs, and their extra-curricular activities, are as much a
part of campus life as classes
and books. When you join a
club, plan to devote some time
and energy to its success.

and 11:80.
Father McGulre also said that
confessions will be heard from
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. This will be effective as
of September 28.

CATHOLIC STUDENT NEWS
Father McGulre has announced that there are approximately 676 Catholics on campus this
year. Due to this great number
there has been a change in the
mass schedule. The new times
for Masses 7:80, 9:00, and two
new Newman Masses at 10:1B
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND—A girl's purse was
found during registration last
week. The purse has been
turned into the information
office in the Student Union
Building. It may be claimed
by contacting Mrs. Ballard at
that office and presenting
the proper Identification.

of shoe. This la especially true
among the men who are out to
win a popularity contest. These
are for the air-minded gentlemen who like to be In nisi inlets
control while on the ground as
well as when they are up in the
air over something.

4

LOVE, NOT HATE
comes with
Garland and Computadate
MISS NINA FACKEBT
Vinyl For Those Cow, Rainy Days

Applications Available Now
r Tryouts
very mixed crowd.
There are certain requirements that the applicants must
meet, which are divided Into
three areas. These are scholarship, attendance and general requirements.
The scholarship requirements
are at a minimum. Applicants
must have and maintain a 2.00
standing (C), and must be full
time undergraduate students.
The general requirement is that
applicants must be single.
Applicants must be ready to
attend all practices, business
meetings, pep meetings, and
games. Before missing any of
the above proper notification
must be given to sponsor or
head cheerleader in advance.
After each excused absence the
cheerleader will not be allowed
to cheer at the next game. Upon
a third absence she Is dismissed
permanently.

Sponsor and head cheerleader
decide the validity of excuse.
One must be at all ballgames 80
minutes prior to starting time
at which time he must check In
with the head cheerleader. If
for some reason one to delayed,
he must notify the head cheerleader prior to the game.
Applicants should pick up applications from the cheerleaders
before Sept. 26. The Eastern
cheerleaders are: Jerl Fedderson,, Paula Fitzgerald, flaraim
Shepherd, Becky Slser, Larry
Bees, Peggy
Mannen, Ken
Chesncy, and Ann Miller.

Paulette Bowling, left
likes GARLAND* soft
hunbswool pullover, $11,
a matching plaid A-line
skirt, $15, and ties it
all together with matching knee highs, »2.

Beverly Johnson,
right talks about
GARLAND'S ribbed
Poor Boy, $10, that
matches her wool
heather A-line
skirt, $18, and BOX.

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

APLICATION BEING TAKEN
FOB BELLAIR'S
COLLEGE BOARD
A very Interesting side activity for Eastern glrlsl s serving
on BeUalr's College Board. The
board , consisting of eight girls,
sophomores. Juniors and seniors,
meets once each month to discuss local fashion trends and
analyse strong and weak points
(we wish we didn't have any
but we do) oft he store. One or'
two fashion shows are planned
for the year. The girls are also
used as models for local newspaper publicity. Any girl Interested should apply immediately
at BeUalr's.
—Adv.

Eastern's campus, the penny
loafer la the most popular style
But, In our modern times,
soft leather and modern materials are coming to the rescue. Men are now turning towards a solid trend in smooth
slip-ons and soft suedes.

LOUISE Shop

cu ♦ mm

Cheerleader tryouts are scheduled for Wednesday, Sept 28.
Practice sessions will be held on
Sept 26 and 27. The applications may be picked up from the
Eastern cheerleaders before this
date. Only freshmen may try
out
A girl must have more to offer than the mere desire to get
before an audience and lead
cheers to qualify as a cheerleader. Success or failure In
this venture depends largely on
personal qualifications. A girl
must have time to work hard
on practicing, learning new
yells, making signs and decorating, and cheering at pep rallies,
meetings and games (both home
and away).
The girls who try out for
cheerleader must have pleasing
personalities and must also show
leadership. A cheerleader's Job
to to direct a crowd—a large and

scious In the newpopular styles
of shoes. Men are now moving
away from their strict, conservative minds.
Throughout
history, men have been doing
the beat they could with the
short-lived designs,
the college

241 W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, Ky.

Every day as you eat in the
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

BACK TO THE COOKS
TOR THESE S€rTIES..e
School's in and to are thasa Match-Mates in soft suede.
Breeze along in LEISURE, in raal moc softie if
we ever saw ona. with flexible knitback
linings. Choose Gold, Green, Red,
Beige, or Black split leather uppers...
and pick out • matching handbag for
real campus smash. You'll have it
pretty softl As saen in Glamour.

"TEE!VI.F»0
TODAY... TOMORROW... TERRIFIC

.7.98
■

V

ERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
_

Snmm*r Employment
To Expand Next Year

foY«mment'« summer
training ud work program for
ooakgs students has been ao
suocsssful, aaya Personnel Com■ntw*«w«- Walter Gsttts, that It
Wflfbe repeated and expanded
ossst summer.
Two other departments win
"almost certainly" Join the Department* of Economic Security
and Mental Health In a special
Intern program for possible future empolyees, Oattis says.
, The seminar program held for
the Brat time this summer may
be followed next year by two
sets of seminars: one for those
who did not attend the seminars
this summer, and the other, on
a more advanced level, for those
who did.
According to Gattls, the Intern program and the seminars
had different primary alma.
The Intern program was directed toward recruiting college
students for State government
lobs related to social work. 11M
seminar program was educational, designed to give students
who were not Interns a larger
view of State government.
The Economic Security Department's personnel director,
James Thompson, says letters
are now being written offering
Jobs to M of the 70 students
who worked in public assistance
offices across the state. Offers
to seniors are for permanent
employment after graduation
and to the Juniors for employ-

Rat Races Bring
Froth And Guides
For Day Of Fun
The annual Rat Races held
last Saturday brought freshmen and upperclasamen out to
enjoy the fall afternoon and see
the froah groups compete against each other.
The Rat Races consisted of

games, Judging of freshmen
enthusiasm, and a heyday of
fun for the Sigma Oil Delta-'s,
K. D.'s and upperclassmen
guides.
Bringing to an end a whole
week of freshmen-oriented activities, this last event ushered
the freshmen Into full-fledged
college students as they started classes Monday.

PROGRESS NOTICE
Everyone Interested in
working for the Eastern Progress come to Roark 8, Monday at 0 p.m.

•OJL, ISAM, snap on ]," says "quarterback''
Susie Donoghuo ss her team prepares another

skirmish with the Austin "Tinkles."
Progress Photo by Mike Coers

Eastern Progress, Wed., Sept. 21, 1966 Page 7
"PULL, FROSH, pull!'' yeDa out encouraging upperclasamen as the contestants strive

IN fa m rate k tt» ■sst *portart eatery?

at the Rat Races.
Progress Photo by Mike Coers

See page g. col. 7

K.D.'s, Sigma Chi's Mix

1000 TO CHOOSE FROM!
PIERCED EARRINGS —

In Powder Puff Game
The football players of Kappa Delta Tau and the cheerleading Sigma Chi Delta's made
the day at the Rat Races on the
track Held Saturday afternoon.
Twenty-four K. D.'s, dressed
in old Jerseys,
levi cut-offs,
sneakers and football helmets
were divided Into the whiteclad "Tinkles" and maroonbacked Easterners. At the end
of four hard-fought, laugh-packed quarters, the Easterners, to
no one's surprise, emerged vic-

Name Brand Merchandise
All Less than Regular Price!

KESSLER'S
Richmond's Only Discount

Jewely
BEGLEY DRUG NEXT DOOR

623' 1292

torious. Both teams were carried off the field on the shoulders of enthusiastic onlookers.
The outrageously dressed
Sigma Chi's, cheering in inflated balloons, sweatshirts, and
wrap-around skirts brought
spirit and help to the two teams,
as they even marched on field
to give advice.
This last activity brought
Freshmen Orientation Week to
a rousing close.

WVW%AA^WSAA/VVS«V%AAWVWVS^VV^VVVS«VVVVSAWVVV

CDixieCream
DONUT SHOP

RCA VICTOR CLOCK RADIO

"made fresh daily"
15 varieties
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
. College Jy Pass
next» to Convient Food Mart
-.
l
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Tb. HiMurro
RHOM

Totally now elock-rsdlo styling! Illuminsted
"Golden Qlow" clock lots you chock time
and sot controls In the dark. Solid State
chassis—no tubas to bum out, no warm-up
wait Automatic "woke to music" snd buzzer
Drowse Alarm, sleep 9wnscn. 'PerSound" earphone Included.

FULL UNE
RCA VICTOR
DEALER

TIME OUT for a thirsty K.D. before her team, the Eastern
Maroons, go on to win the annual Powder-Puff football game
that wound-up Freshmen Orientation Week Saturday.
M

C0NGRATURATI0NS E.K.U.

You are Always Welcome at

WE GOLDEN RULE

COMPLETE REPAIR FACILITIES
FOR
RADIO — TELEVISION — STEREO
CAR RADIO

"HOME OF THOSE DELICIOUS

AND

HOME-MADE BISCUITS"

'ST.V.& RADIO SERVICE

Kentucky Department ol Public Safety

South First Street

623-9969

422 N. SECOND
AT THE DOOR PARKING

Senator
EDWARD MURPHY
of

i

Higgins Furniture..
! Moat 6245
Fairlane.
Meteor T1307

135 WEST BVIf
Rkkeoti. Kv.

Welcome to Richmond

K*C Vending Company

Representative

ROBERT L LEEDS
of
Elder's tore ...

. . . Would like to extend a warm personal welcome to the
students and faculty of Eastern Kentucky University... We
hope your pursuit of higher education can be made a memorable experience which will provide the foundation for a successful life to follow.

"Serving your University every hour of every day"

It has been a gratifying experience to have done our part
in helping Eastern attain its well-deserved University status.

COFFEE — CANDY
CIGARETTES — PASTRIES

Continue to strive for those great heights which can only be
reached through diligence, patience, and willing dedication

A good company in a good town.
W. IRVINE

623-2520

RICHMOND. KY.

RICHMOND IS PROUD OF YOU

Assistantshipt Are
Many Eastern Grads

THE ARK
a coffee house
Featuring Folk Singer Craig Congleton
and an art exhibit by Ashley Sexton
at the

BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER
325 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Coffee - Cider - Conversation - Snacks
Friday, 7:00 p.m. - I 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, 7:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight
All Eastern students and faculty invited

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Smofl Shop with the Big Reputation-

Dial 623-4434

WELCOME BACK

Continued from page 1
year, and each graduate assistant Is permitted to carry a
maximum of twelve hours per
semester of graduate work "on
his master's degree.
Those receiving assistaiitshlps are Gerald Maerz, Office
of Public Affairs; William Bills.
Mrs. Diane Morrison, Mrs.
Louise Poxey, Sharon Zimmerman, Nancy Cummins, Marilyn
Glynn. Central University College; Mrs. Joyce Oreeley, College of Business; and Mrs.
Joyce G. Whitson College of
Education.
Working in the College of
Arts and Sciences are Kate K.
Mobley. biology:
Betty T.
Balke. Dwlght Bratcher. Su •
Carol Craig, Cindy E. Darling,
Janice Keeton, Constance K
Miller. Linda Lee Ward, and
Isabel White, English; Robert
Damron, Thomas A. Grunwald,
Todd A. Reynolds, and Rodney
D. Smith, history. Other asslstanU-hlps in the College of Arts
and Sciences ave: Norma Jean
Ruble, malhematics;
Shirley
Jane Frank and June Carol
Bonny, music and music rcrearch; William Bearse. Lawrence A. Boroviak, John P.
Cooper, Tom Daley,
Wesley
Danyo, John C. Hammer, health
and' physical education.
Additional health and physical education assistantshlps are
Taylor C. Hollin, Ronnie B.
Herd. William W. Hoaley, UL
Walter Mallnowskl, Ronald C.
Miller, Elijah Smith, Lawrence
M. Whaler, Mrs. Ann Brodermon, Karen Drysdale, Sharon
Drvtdale. and Selma Siekman,
health and physical education.

Art & Craft Supplies
Picture Frames
I ■ < > \ "'' uo/ifisfon

If you like
a fighter.

EAST MAIN

Adult Education Courses
Announced For This Year
Adult student* will again
have a wide selection of courses
ranging from art appreciation
to power mechanics and including various graduate courses as
bibliography and research, principles of business education,
human development and theories of personality in the fall
schedule of Saturday and evening courses especially designed
for part-time student*.
Hie courses are part of Eastern's expanding continuing education program designed for
the adult student who desires
to broaden his education without enrolling as a fun-time student Classes have been scheduled during hours which permit adults to attend classes in
their leisure.
The graduate student will
have ample opportunity to pursue the master's degree in education, history, or Bngllsh or
take courses in any of several
sixth-year programs by attending classes in the evening or
on Saturday morning.
Tuition for part-time student will be (9 per semester
hour for in-state undergraduate students and $12 per semester hour for in-state graduate
students. Fees per semester for
out-of-state students will be
$22.50 for undergraduate students and $30 for graduate students. Also included in the
registration fees will be a $2.50
classroom fee payable by bothin-state and out-of-trtate students.
Auditing Possible
All courses may be audited
without credit. If the student
desires to do so.
A wide variety of courses
ore planned in the areas of: industrial education, health, history, mathematics, music,
physical education, economics,
education, library science, and
psychology.
A total of 8« courses amount-

you'll like

ing to 239 semester hour*
of undergraduate or graduate
credit are presently scheduled,
and there's a possibility that
still more courses will be added
to the schedule.
Registration for the Saturday and evening classes win
be Saturday, Sept 17 at 8 a-m.
Classes will begin Sspt 19.
Designed For Adults
Included In the course listing
are classes for the do-it-yourselfer In woodworking, power
mechanics, and communication
electronics.
For the adult more Interested
in enrichment through arts and
sciences and related courses,
there are such offerings as: art
appreciation, earth science.
mental health, Kentucky history, understanding arithmetic,
American political thought, accounting, shorthand, typing,
rapid reading and study skills.
remedial reading, audio-visual
methods, children's literature
and related materials and theories of personality.
Senior OMasea's Plan

The W. F. O'Donnell Senior
citizen* Fellowship Program
will be offered to persons 65
years of age or older, permitting them to enroll In regular
college course* free of all registration and class fees.
The program la appropriately named in honor of Dr. O'Donnell, president-emeritus of Eastern, who was Instrumental in
the continuing expansion of
Eastern's in-service education
program.
Further information concerning this program and complete
schedules of course listings may
may be obtained by writing the
Office of the Vice-President of
Academic Affaire, Coates Administration Building, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond. Application for admission should be mads to the
Dean of Admissions.

Green's Barber Shop

STREET

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.

RALPH

"Ask For Your Student Discount"

See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting

McGILL's

No Itching

WELCOME STUDENTS

Prices Go Higher
Continued from page 1
Mr. Martin.
Most student* feel that they
are getting their money's worth
some students feel that in contrast to most restaurants in
town our mashed potatoes cannot be sipped from a spoon.
They do come directly from underneath the Dotato skin,—not
from a box. Mr. Martin reports
that the cafeterias on campus
ore about the only ones In
town that serve U. 8. Gov't. inspected Grade A meats and pay
the premium for a government
inspector to come regularly.
Students like Service
Most students agree that the
food nearly Impeccable. Food
service workers deserve credit
for their fine service. "Most of
the one-hundred ninety-six on
campus take an active interest
in the University, and twentytwo of them have sons and
daughters going to college,"
says Mr. Martin.
Mr. Martin, a native of Tennessee and graduate of Eastern
encourages all students to bring
any complaints or suggestions
concerning the cafeterias or
grills directly to him in his office adjacent tto the student
Union building cafeteria.

cheerleaders and plenty of spirit to moke this
fun-filled day a rousing success for all concerned. The annual play-day closed Frosh
Week.
Progress Photo by Rob Kumler
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Next Summer Job Information
Continued from page 7
ment next summer. Thompson
soys, "The remarkable thing is
that nine out of 10 of these students would never have come into social work because they had

not been exposed to the field.*'
Although the Department of
Mental Health is not makins;
definite Job offers, it, too, turns!
the eye* of the students working
In Its hospitals toward future
employment.

MADCO MOTORS
Phone 623-0500

Big Hill Ave.

HOME OF SHARP LATE MODEL CARS
196* CHEV. 2 Dr. HT. Super Sports, 4 Speed
19A5 OLDS. 2 Dr. HT. F-85. 442 Eng., 4 Spd.
1964 CHEVELE Con*.. 283 Automatic
1963 FORD 2 Door HT, Automatic. P. Steer.••■
1962 PONTJAC Conv. B'VMe, Air Coed.
1961 CORVAIR 2 Door, 4 Speed. Mom

For a Good Deal See
Ed McDonald or Ray Gadd

No Scratching

FIVE COMPETENT BARBERS TO
serve you at all times,
and Cleo to. shine your shoes

ONCE AGAIN —

This exhausted tug-o-war player stretches
out for a much needed rest after fighting for
victory at the Saturday Rat Races. Many
of the freshmen groups provided players,

Swingline

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

MPMHIls

Thank You For Your Patronage

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.

*S

-U4
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GLASS OF 'fl*
New 'fork Life Insurance Company
Jll Bennlngton Court

is prepared to serve you for all
your needs in clothing for the
coming year—ELDER'S features
nationally known brands for College Men and Women.

Eastern Students and Faculty

628-4638
, Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans
[2] Astsrckceper
Bad 17 TOT Staplers.,
Al aetS ware aekl\
HewauaysM.

WELCOME TO

kkmkft?

JUST ARRIVED!

in j& .o.*^ -

(Up lEaBtmt

TO BE FIRST IN STYLE ON
CAMPUS — SHOP
ELDER'S FIRST!

Plenty Of Free Parking

977 PAIR EARRINGS
FROM $1.00 UP.
Some Pierced — Some Not.
"On the Way to Town"

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
Corner Second and Water.
►ex

ELDER'S

RCHMORVS FAM1Y SIOK
SHCE1W3

This it the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

SUNDAY WORSHIP
PROVIDED BY THE

METHODIST CHURCH

Central Music Co.

A COMPLETE
METHODIST CAMPUS CENTER
401 University Drive
Morning Worship 10:30
Talk Back, 11:30

PRINTING^
SERVICE

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Main at Lancaster
Morning Worship 10:45

EVERYONE WELCOME

Richmond's Only
Record Shop

(iadudlns 1000 l
r-l-CUBB-a
p»« ooij. |Le>
No Me*K tkan a pack of Jum-but
U. panes of a bicdoall Saftlb
.■M/»W«. UarwirMHnaaljr (u
Mao. la U.S.A. CUiluj ■utiaaaj*.
nriaty. book Mora!

'THE FINEST IN MUSIC"

Long lsl*nd City. N.Y. 11101

Located Corner First and Water Sts.

SM-lMtWim.
■pan. aa> ai^Mp.*£»«■ P"»
o» two aaaaaaq 'twma aaj| «i
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Ascot Striped Oxford
CyftanAattan*

What Kind of Business
image Do You Project?

frames the edge* ot stripes with contrasting
color, etches them on deep tone grounds,
result; a striking now expression in striping* . . .
this superior cotton oxford comes in colorframed stripes of pumpkin on blue,
russet on green or green on gold
. . . tapered Hugger body

I

»S» and HP

See yourself as others see you: through
properly printed forms, cards, billheads, letterheads — of your design
or ours. You'll be satisfied with our
prices and printingl

GARLAND
JETTS
STORE

RICHMOND DAILY REGISTER
SOUTH SICOND ST.

IICHMOND, KY.

• CIRCULARS • CATALOGS • DISPLAYS •

B£*.

_

117 E. MAIN
DIAL 423.5232

•*i&

The Mark of Quality in MenV Furnishings and Sportswear
*

Compliments of
-

MADISON NATIONAL BANK
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
v

MAIN STREET

and

WATER STREET
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S©*\rch Underway

Student Disease Studies
May Aid Mono Situation
As nrilWnw of students return to clsssss, school and eoiless physicians and nurses MOB
will be faced with lone IBM
oi young men and women comptelaiBC of feellns; tired and
netlass and bavins; other dlfflcult-to-pto-down symptoms.
Some student* wiU aimply be
auffering from lssinsss. But
many other* will have a legitimate reason for "back-to-achool
slump"—infectious mononucleosts—a common back-to school
which hi the past has
more difficult to disgnoss
than to treat.
A theory that "mono" la
transmitted by close personal
contact has led collet* students
to romantically call It the "kll
in* disease". Tat. whan It
strikes. Infectious monoueMMOls
oaa be oaa of the moat miserable experience* in a student's
life. Recovery can be slow and
•vary day lost from school can
endanger marks and play havoc
with education plans.

MONO

imtoortts DKOT-OPT

Now, experts have found that
it can be an indicator of emotional stream. Recent studies
conducted by the Tulane Unl
vanity School of Social Work
In New Orleans revealed that
high school and collage students who were being treated
for mono were momentarily depressed at the tune they became iU. Thus, mono becomes
a trigger for drop-outs, an excuse for falling to repeat
year, a last straw for requesting medical excuse* for post
ponement of examinations.
In addition, mono la also a
serious problem because of its
ability to mimic other ailments
'purlwllng anneiMHf Itli and hepatitis. One authority, In fact,
reports that no fewer than 39
separate maladies can be mistaken for mono If diagnostic
procedure* are Imprecise. These

For Your
Snacks

and
Things

For String Players
String-playing musicians are
encouraged to Join the Eastern
Symphony. According to Dr.
Robert Oppelt, conductor, this
year's orchestra, the finest in
the history of the school, ranks
tops among university orchestra
In the South. Dr. Oppelt may
be contacted in Room XM, Poster Music Building.
Rehearsals
are
scheduled
Monday evenings. Tuesday and
Thursday, eight period.
In addition to the presentation of four concerts yearly, the
orchestra tours for two days,
performing in schools in Kentucky and adjacent states. Music from the standard symphonic literature Is performed, and
soloists appear regularly with
the orchestra. Already planned
for the first concert on November had is a performance of Sibelius Symphony Number 2 and
the Tragic Overture by Braham.

ailments may call for exploratory surgery to verify or potent drugs to treat, while the
usual treatment for mono Is
Owes to six weeks' bed rest,
aspirin and gargles.
therefore, because of the
possibility of n mono patient
being subjected to the risk of
borne; diagnosed and treated incorrectly, physicians have been
searching for a quick and accurate test to confirm to rule
•Ut the dtsiSSS, The Tulane
study further indicates the
need for early detection of the
itl**a*i since postponement of
needed bed rest adds to the
stress and makes for emotional
as well as physical compUcaTHB "MONO-TEST"
This year, however, It win
be less difficult for school
health officials to tell whether
a listless student is discouraged about his exams, malingering, seriously ill, or another
victim of mono. Pharmaceutical research has come up with
an Important new development
—the "Mono-Teat"—a simple,
Inexpensive diagnostic tost
which quickly, and happily for
the patient, reveals the presence of mono In only two minutes. Using the new test, physicians can now Immediately
order bed rest and spare the
patient further diagnostic procedures and delay in treatment.
With the new "Mono-Test"
diagnostic blood-testing for
mono becomes readily accessible. "Mono-Test" Is distributed
by Wampole Laboratories of
Stanford, Conn., to Individual
medical groups and school and
campus health centers as wen
as to hospitals and laboratories.
"Mono-Teat" is so simple that
any medical technician can report Immediate results In two
minutes. It can be performed
by a doctor in his office using
only a glass slide, a blood
sample from the patient and
the control samples provided In
the kit.
in addition, this new diagnostic test u Inexpensive. To
screen an entire school or university class costs only about
11.00 per student Before the
introduction of this qutek
■rraanliig' method It would have
been almost unheard of to test
a large number of students be-

Scholarship Openings
Available For 175
The August Bulletin on United States Government GranU
under the Fullbright-Hays Act
lists aproximately 175 openings
for 1967-68 In Latin America
Europe, the Near Bast, South
and East Asia, and Africa for
which applications are still being
accepted. Musi of the openings
are lectureships, but postdoctoral research opportunities are
also Included. The Bulletin lists
for the first time a group of
lectureships in American history and literature and the
teaching of English as a second
language. It may be consulted
at the office of the Faculty
Fulbright Advisor, Professor
Wayne K. White. Roark SOS.
The Advisor also has for faculty reference purposes an announcement of the North At
luntlc Treaty Organisation Fellowship Program for 1967-68
for established scholars
who
wish to undertake research abroad in historical,
political,
economic and social problems of
direct interest to the Atlantic
Community.
cause conventional diagnostic
techniques were too expensive
and too HIM i^itMriirnlng*

Careen In The Treatmen t Of Lawbreakers Open
For Persons Interested* In Prisoner Rehabilitation
Looking tor an interesting rehabilitation rather than revenge toward offenders.
▲ career that U looking for
lew si WI0 Oe To
you? That needs you?
This shift In public opinion
A career where you would coincide* with Important trends
be helping other people as well in corrections which points to
aa helping yourself?
a bright niture tor careers In
▲ career that would be tough this field. There will be less
and challenging, but would emphasH on prisons and regive you real satisfaction?
formatories and Increasing emphaala on community-baaed
If so, consider corrections.
of prevention and reIf you've never heard of cor- programs
This will mean a
rections—or If you have, but habilitation.
larger number of job opporitlsmlsssil it too casualty seep tunities
outside relatively few
reading. It might Just provide
aa well as new and
the kind of work that you've institutions
had In mind but didn't know challenging kinds ef opportunlenough shout
Peopi* with education and
Correction. Is the treatment
experience In correctional work
of lawbreakers- in prisons and will
be needed In new comreformatories, detention homes
and training schools, work munity programs to staff local
commissions trying to
camps and rehabilitation cen- crime
ters, probation and parole serv- mobilise community resouross
crime prevention. These
ices, and newer Innovations for
such as work-release programs programs will affect schools,
health agencies, neighborhood*,
and halfway houses
law enforcement agencies, the
Who works in corrections? labor market and recreation
One hundred thousand Individ- and leisure time activities all
uals at the present tune, some aimed at lessening anti-social
of whose training also prepares behavior.
them for other fields.
Besides the need for specialOsrrooH— OaDsotssn
ists in community development
Correction brings together and community organisations
such disciplines as: casework- In hundreds of urban centers,
ers and sociologists, probation staffs will be required for halfand parole officers, community way houses, for case and group
organisation and prevention work, for vocational education
specialists, psychiatrists and and Job training, and to plan
psychologists, teachers and vo- and supervise relntegratlon of
cational instructors, pastoral lawbreakers Into the comcounselors and recreation spe- munity.
cialists, lawyers and legal aides,
Educational institutions are
doctors, nurses and dentists, aa
well as administrative and man- adapting their curricula to
meet these needs. Junior colagement executives.
Non-professionals without col- lege courses are being planned
lege requirements Include house for non - professional careers
parent* and correctional offi- while advanced degree procers, detention workers and jail grams are being developed to
and workhouse officers, occu- meet the growing: needs for
pational aides and volunteers. professional*.
Young people wondering
Financial assistance for stuwhether to work In corrections dents In corrections Is now
win be encouraged by signifi- available on a limited basis, but
cant changes in public attitudes the future points to substanabout lawbreakers. A recent tial Increases in support jf or
national survey by a leading stipends, scholarships and felpolling organisation shows that lowship*.
most people today believe overwhelmingly that prisons should Demand For f1|innlsllsis Grant
High school graduates may
heap inmate* to reenter society.
According to the survey, Amer- work as sides In most correcicana by more than 7 to 1 favor tion careers, while Junior col-

Your "I. D." CARD
(lfTUDENT OB FACULTY)

Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration
hen vow
RlfTION EYEGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION

W%

f

them. It Is universally lecognised that whether a man la
returned to society bettor or
worse than before his sentence
depends, more than any other
factor, on the Influence of the
staff people with whom ha
comes Into contact.
The Commission Is beginning
Its activities by setting up a
number of task forces to gather
data in all parts of the country which will be analysed and
evaluated and from which conclusions can be drawn for its
final reports. Close liaison la
being maintained with groups
In allied areas, including the
National Crime Commission.
Correction Onfrnsna
To Develop
The Joint Commission will
work closely with national and
regional educational associations, colleges and universities
to develop a permanent career
service in corrections, with curricula suitable to produce welltrained and dedicated Individuals. Basic to these effort* is
a remolding of public opinion
toward a more favorable view
of corrections, and arousing
strong Interest in high school
and college youth to enter thai
field. At its June meeting, the
Commission agreed on an immediate recruiting' program to
be developed on a national
scale.
Start of work by the Commission has brought a message
from the Whits House. President Johnson wrote in June: "I
am delighted that the Joint
Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training is
moving ahead on a task that
is as practical as it Is humanitarian . . . This Is to rehabilitate public offenders and thus
head off careers in crime. Progres* can be mads only If our
correctional Institutions and
community treatment centers
are staffed with porsnrmol
trained and Inspired to guide
men from crime and despair to
decency and hone."
For further information,
write to the Joint Commission
on Correctional Manpower and
Training, 1833 K Street, N.W.,
Washington. D.C. 3008.

Four sections of Rapid Reading and Study Skifls ars being
offered this semester for students who would libs to gain
and reading. The first section*
of the non-credit course wOl begin September M. meeting period 4 MWG from «:ao to • :0s
p.m. MW, and will oontlnus tor
seven weeks. Another two Bootless win be offered from November 14 to January IS.
The course has been designed
to provide information In the
following areas: How to study
effectively (8QR-4 technique);
How to budget time; How to
listen and take notes; How to
build vocabulary; How to prepare for and take oTamlnatlons;
How to become a flexible render; How to use programmed material*; How to Improve concentration.
A materials fee of $6.00 win
be charged tor the course. Further information is available
at the Reading Clinic Office,
Combs Building, Room 400.

Scholarship Program
Meeting Are Planned
The Kentucky Higher Education
assistsnre
Authority
plans to hold reglonsl meetings
to acquaint school officials and
lending institutions with the
State scholarship loan program.
The program, created by the
1»M Legislature, was advanced
by Governor Edward T. Breathltt. It provide* $100,000 a year
for the next two years to aid
Kentucky students attend college and business, nursing or vocational schools.
The Authority has selected
United Student Aid Funds, Inc.
as administrative agent to handle State and Federal funds allocated for low-cost loan, for
higher education. The nrgsnlis
tion is a non-profit firm which
has arranged tor more than
130.000 loans worth more than
$60.0 million in the 24 states.
For each $1 deposited with USAF, it win guarantee and underwrite student loans of $10.
Under the program, Kentucky
students would bo able to borrow up to $1,000 a year, or
$1,000 if a graduate student.

t*niH>tfIvShop Monday ThruJ
—^ * Friday 9 to 5:30,
Saturdays 9 to

ft

ALWAYS FIRST

CONTACT LENSES
BUDGET TERMS

QN£ H8. CIIANE8S
f.«"

leg, graduates will find Jobs
In social agencies serving offenders. Professional* In the
behavioral sciences and social
welfare will be In great demand for specialists and executive positions. Degress in
public administration, education and vocational rehabilitation counseling will lead to
stimulating careers.
Unlike many other fields
which depend upon a single
professional discipline, correctional work draws from many
areas. Students have a wide
variety of educational pursuits
to choose from ss they prepare for careers in the corrections.
A leading role in expanding
correctional careers Is being
taken by the Joint Commission
on Correctional Manpower and
Training, a private, non-profit
agency affiliated with 90 national and professional orgmnl
rations which has launched an
unprecedented effort to lessen
the grave shortage of staff for
correctional work. The Commission has undertaken a farranging three-year study which
will lead to a series of action
programs and legislative recommendations on Federal, state
and local levels.
Istnssi In Crime
The post-war period has
brought a tremendous increase
In crime and delinquency, with
correctional institutions crowded to the breaking point and
parole, probation and other
services hopelessly undermanned. Yet. the public Image of
correction* still suffers in comparison to other pursuits. At
the same time. Increasing public attention Is being paid to
the needs and potentialities of
radal minorities and the poor,
who have always supplied a
large proportion of public offenders.
These factors have led to
urgent demands for action to
build a new reservoir of trained
correctional personnel. As long
as the number of prisoners,
probationers and parolees keeps
going up, rehabilitation will remain a hollow mockery with
no Staff available to serve

Rapid Reading Coon*
Offers Study Skills

FOOD
MARKET
Open Till
10 P. M.

MONFRIED OPTICAL
135 W. Short

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MM.

LEXINGTON

Ph. 254-6583

STOP and SNACK at

BURGER BROIL

— SPECIALS! Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday!
MEN'S OR LADIES'

liq Hil A vs.

SUITS . . .

sees 79C

LAMES' PLAIN

SKIRTS . .

0

.... 39c
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*»• iinifc...
MornproaT

Ths Homo of tho Famous 15c Hamburgers
and sTTwncti Frits*

Everything Ytt Dry Cwcn.
*>

Stocktons
Dru&s

SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
SHIRTS LAUNDERED. 27c Ea—4 FOR fflc

Shakes:

Vanilla e Strawberry Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Wost Main Street

Richmond, Ky
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Main Street

Jhip'itfhore'

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

"poor girl"
knit in
cable-stitched
Orion'

v

SlPeV

pull-the-wool-overs ...

6.00

eyelet and embroidery by tho eye-full
Be a 20/20 vision in Pennsy't fetching Fall wool*, popped over your
hairdo 'n pulled ileekly . . . shapily . . . lustily hipwardl The fashion
focus lighti on eyelet-y pointed design, and flower 'n tassel 'n ribbon
knit-trim, played against a background of trim-tons trim shapes . . .
rayon/nylon Royal Adagio detachable-stirrup stretch pants 'n fuMylinsd wool flannel skirts (proportioned tiros). Celery with tobacco
or olive, white with wine or navy.

FAIL
i

I
1
■-.-

6234248

"CALL US
FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

at
The Little House
200% SOUTH THIRD STREET

Cable stitched yoke and jellybean sleeves
give deeply ribbed 100% Orion* acrylic a bolder
shoulder. Pastels, heathers, pure shades. 34 to 40.

GENE'S SHOP
North Second

• •el*

Sweaters six** 34 to 40

11.98

leteeShssMMhs*

8.98

7.98

like ff ?

•hHtkll

Charge ff I

Eastern Alumni Make First Fall News Report
Mr. Gordon Is married, has
By LORBAtNE FOLEY
two daughters, and resides on
As—I News Editor
Greetings to all Alumni, from Route I. Waddy. Ky.
Mrs. ROBERT D. BOTD,
the blttro Kentucky University campus at the beginning (MARTHA SUE YOUNG. '68).
U
learning in Bowling Green
of the fall semester, IMS. and
welcome to all atudents on the city schools. She and Mr. Boyd
campus, both old and new, w*| have two children, Robert, Jr.,
hope your year* at Eastern will and Suanne and reside st 1914
be happy ones. We invite all Henry Avenue, Bowling Green,
to Tbrit the Alumni Office in Ky. 42101.
the Administration Building,
8HELBY CROWE, '66, reRoom 10, ground floor at any ceived his MJDd. at Miami University, Ohio and is a teacher
All you alumni around the of art and crafts for the Cinworld—we hope you enjoy our cinnati Board of Education. He
sows and If you have any newa and Ines have one son, Craig
regarding yourself, family, po- Stephen Crowe, S, and reside
sition, etc, please write in to at 7947 Burgundy Lane, Cinus and we will let your class- cinnati 45X14.
mates hear from you through
JACK HI8SOM, '58, has ac
this column. If you
should cepted a position as vocational
move, be sure to 1st us know counselor at Ashland High
so you win not miss any issues School. Ashland, Ohio, and will
do some coaching with freshJars. ZELLA 8. ARCHER, men at Ashland College. Jack
■42, Box 106, Prsstonsburg, Is married to the former
Ky., is employed as a counselor LAURA ELLIS, '58, and they
In the Kentucky Bureau of Re- reside with their family at 710
habilitation Service, of the Chlswlck Place, Gallon, O.
Kentucky Department of Edu- 44888.
cation.
JOSEPH MOOREB, '58, has
UBERTO PRICE, '48. received his masters degree from accepted a Job In music at
Western Kentucky University Bainbridjre, Ind., for this school
and is professor of education year. His new iilrtm— Is Gena_d director of reading services eral Delivery, Bambrldge, Ind.
at Appalachian State Teachers 46106.
JAMES W. SKAOOS, '58, Is
College. Boone, N.C. He is married to the former Mary Nich- district manager for Chevrools and they have one daugh- let Motor Division, residing In
ter. Linda Kaye, 16. The Price Bowling Green, Ky. 43101 (P.O.
family resides at 413 E. King Box 156 is mailing address),
and would love to hear from
Street, Boone, N.C. 88907.
Miss SYLVIA ANOEU '47, Is any of his old friend*.
Mrs. DICIE JANE BOWdirector of placement and director of the Curriculum Lab- MAN GORKER, '59, is presentoratory at Cumberland Col- ly housekeeping for her three
lege, WlUiamsburg, Ky. She re- daughters, Glenna Yvonne, 5;
ceives her mail at P.O. Box Karla Yvette, 8; and Sheryl
276. WlUiamsburg, Ky. 40769. Lynne, 2, and her husband,
Miss CHARITY ALLBNE George, at 8 Belknap Place,
COWAN, '46, earned her mas- Cincinnati. Ohio 48218. Prior
ters degree at the University to her "retirement" Mrs. Corof Kentucky, and Is gsosral su- ker taught first grade at Kempervisor for Erlangsr-Blsmere per and Lakeside Schools in
Board of Education, Erlanger, Cincinnati
Ky., receiving her mail at 440
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN A. MEIB. Graves Avenue, Erlanger, NER8 (GERALDINE HAMILKy. 41018. Miss Cowan, Is a TON, '59) are the parents of
Life Member of the Alumni As- two daughters, Deborah Ann,
5, and Theresa, 4. Geraldlne Is
sociation.
BLAINE LAKES, '49, has a first grade teacher for the
done graduate work at U. of Clayton County Board of EduK., Ohio State University and cation, JoneSboro, Oa., end reXavter University. He is mar- sides at 2108 Troutdale Drive,
ried to the former June Whit- Decatur, Ga. 80082.
ney and they reside at 4S94
HARRY D. MTDDLETON,
Elmont Drive, Cincinnati, O. '59. Box 6, Natural Bridge Sta4S246. Mr. Lakes is employed tion, Vs. 24579, is assistant
as a teacher at Campbell Coun- principal and basketball coach
ty High School, Alexandria, at Natural Bridge High School.
Ky.
He Is married to the former
Killen
and they
BILLY K. GORDON, M. U Geraldlne
working on his doctor's degree have a daughter, Tens Carole,
in educational administration and a son, Michael Derek.
at the University of Kentucky
HARRY L. SMITH, '60, reand Is a graduate assistant to sides at 2255 Rhine Hill Road,
Dr. J. R. Ogletree. Since leav- SB, Atlanta, Oa. 80816 and Is
ing Eastern Billy served In the very much Interested In formarmy, taught in Shelby county, ing an alumni group there. Will
Kentucky, and was principal of all you alumni In that area
an elementary school In Shelby please contact him at the above
county.

ANY OCCASION-ANY TIME
Ceteaet 9 •*>«•#•*

"It's Finger Lickin' Good!"

BUCKET O.50

3
BARREL A-50
4

FEEDS 5 TO
7 PEOPLE ....

* s-A-

FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE .

STEVE ALAN LEACH, '88,
has accepted a position ss Instructor of social studies at
Plkeville College. Stove received his Master's degree In
August, 1966 at Eastern and
receives his mail at Box 42,
Plkeville College. Plkeville, Ky.
41501.
STEWART L. SEA. 'go, has
been employed as a Sales Engineer for Chevron Asphalt Co.
since graduation. He resides at
8118 Apt O, Briarcnff Road,
N.E., Atlanta. Ga. 30829 with
his wife, the former Ann Hope
Craln, who attended Eastern.
WALLACE WADSWORTH,
'65. received his A.A. at Lindsey Wilson Junior College before attending Eastern, and la
presently teaching 7th and 8th
grade American History at Little Miami Junior High, Morrow, Ohio. He is married to the
former Pat McDowell and their
mailing address Is 708 Deerfield Road, Apt 8, Lebanon,
Ohio 45086.
WITH THE SERVICES
Major GEORGE J. CAMPBELL, '48, Is In Southeast Asia
for a year tour of duty. During that time Major Campbells
address will be Box 7, HQ
TAF-18AF. APO San Francisco, Calif. 96287.
A press release from Ramstein, Germany brings the news
that EUGENE C. KARR has
been promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. He Is a veteran of 17 years service in the
Air Force and Is presently
serving with the 4th Allied Tactical Air Force in Ramstein.
Colonel Karr attended Eastern
In 1841 and 1942. leaving to
enter the Army. At the end of
WW-H he returned and received his BS In 1949.
He has served in Alaska.
Iwo Jims and England as well
as numerous U.S. Bases. He Is
a graduate of the Armed Forces
Staff College and his current
assignment Is Chief of Communications and Electronic
Plans and Programs for the
NATO Command.
Karr Is married to the former Lois M Jones and they reside at Ramstein, Germany,
their mailing address being:
Dept '8-1141, SPACTRON. APO
New York 08011.
JOHN MICHAEL MORRI88EY (Lt jg-USNR) Is presently serving on the US8
Alamo (LSD-33), FPO San
Francisco, Calif. 96601. Lt
Morrlssey received his promotion to Lt. Jg since being assigned to Alamo.
1st Lt JOHN T. WELLS,
05224271, '64, Is presently serving as a 4.2 Inch heavy mortar
platoon leader. As the weapons
are mounted on armored personnel carriers, the unit also
has a dual function as a "tank"
platoon. Lt Wells' address Is:
Co. D. 16th Armor, 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) APO
San Francisco 96250.
(Lt JAMES R. BUTLER,
05227999, Is now with the 44th
Signal Battalion in Bton Hoa,
Vietnam. His new address Is
232nd Signal Co. (Spt), APO
San Francisco, 98227.
WEDDINGS
Hlbbard—Elliott
Miss DONNA SUE HIBBARD
and LARRY MARCUS ELLIOTT
were married August 14, 1966
at the First Baptist Church in
Londos, Ky. The bride Is a '66
graduate of Eastern and will
teach In the Fayette County
public schools, Lexington. Mr.
EUlott, '64, is attending the Universlty of Ky. where he plans
to enter the College of Dentistry.
Wilson—Jones
The marriage of Miss JANET
CARL WILSON, '68, and ROBERT LEE JONES, '61.
was
solemnized at the Irvine Methodist Church. Janet has taught
at Harrodsburg Hign School
since graduation, and the bride-

groom is employed by Armco
Steel Corp., Chicago, nUnois.
The couple win reside at 819
Curtics St., Downers Grove, 111.
60616
Ferguson—Adams
On June 18, 1986, Miss LOIS
J. FERGUSON, 'M, was married to Mr. Charles W. Adams
In Duncan Memorial Chapel at
Ftoydsburg, Ky. The couple Is
residing st 206 Nob Hill Lane.
Apt 6, Louisville, Ky. 40896.
Flyns—Fulton
Miss KAREN W. FLYNN and
SCOTTY D. FULTON, were
married on June 20f, 1986. Both
are 1964 graduates
and are
teaching in the Clermont Northeastern High School, OwensvUle
Ohio. Scotty teaches math and
Karen art
Their address Is
4672 S. R. 276. Batavia, Ohio.
Brakefleld—Cummings
Miss
SARAH
FRANCIS
BRAKEFIELD, '68, was married to Mr. DavkTLaMar Cummings on August 20, 1966 at the
Wendell
Methodist
Church,
Wendell, N. C.
Mathews—StogdOl
DOROTHY MATHEWS. was
married June 18, 1966 to Ronald
StogdOl, at the West End Baptist Church In Paducah, Ky.
The bride received a BS degree
from Eastern In 1982 and Is now
teaching In the New AlbanyFloyd Co. School System, New
Albany, Ind. The groom attended Western and la employed at
Trans World Airlines, Louisville.
The couple Is residing at Apt
G-50, 2808 Hikes Lane, Louisville. Ky. 40216.
Howard—Carter
Another "Eastern" wedding
took place on June 28,
1966
when JUDITH ANNA HOWARD
'64 and JAMES JOSEPH CARTER n, '65 were married. They
are residing on Arnold Avenue,
Prestonsburg, Ky. 41668 where
the bridegroom Is employed by
Carter and Callsnaa Funeral
Home after attending the Cincinnati College of Embalming.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
Dwight Franklin Turner arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. FRANKLIN D. TURNER,
'61, on May 6, 1986. The Turners
receive their mail at Box 211,
Hazard 41701.
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS MOBERLEY
CAMPBELL,
'68,
4S22 Wlngato Road, Louisville,
welcomed their
second son,
Stephen Weidlg on June 8, 1966.
Thier other son Is
Thomas
Christopher.
WILLIAM RAY ECKERLE,
'68, wiU teach amertcan history at Campbell County High
School in Alexandria, Ky. this
term. He and Ruth Ann have
two sons, Jeffrey Carlisle, 4,
and Aaron William born on April
22, 1966. Their mailing address
Is 919 O'FaOon Avenue, Dayton, Ky. 41074.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin E. Music, Jr. (ETTA FAYE PHILUPS, '62) announce the birth
of their first son. April 6, 1891,
who has been named Marvin
Eugene III. He Is welcomed by
a slater, Tia Ren', 2. The Music family resides at 404 North
Arnold Avenue, Prestonsburg.
Jerry C. and NORMA BENTON, *64, ELLIOTT announce
the birth of a 6 lb. 12 os.
son on April 8, 1998 at Newark,
Ohio. He has been named Kyle
Lee and is welcomed by a sister, Jert Lynn. The Elliott's
reside at 4227 Riokanbacker
Plaza, Apt.
608,
Columbus,
Ohio 48218.
PHYLLIS RUNNER HUGHES
'64, and LOWELL (who attend
Eastern) welcomed their first
child, a son David Lowell, on
May 12, 1966. The Hughes family lives st 726 BrecUnridge
Lane, Apt 2, Louisville, 40207.
A son, Ian Kim, was born to
CHUNG HAS HONG, '68, and
Dr. Kum-Ju Kim. Their residence Is Kenner Street, Ludlow,
Ky. 41016.
A new basketball star'

born in Silver Grove, Ky. on
September 19, 1996 when Master
Richard James "Richie" Morris arrived at the home of RICHARD and TERRI MORRIS, both
■64 graduates. "Richie" weighed
in at 7 lb. 2 os. and measured
18 inches long and la reported
to be a star performer In dribbling A drooling'' at the Morris
home located, at 216 South Third
Street Silver Grove.
The many alumni friends of
Mr. * Mrs. PORTER HARNED,
'49 of 410 Falriawn, Louisville,
Ky. wUl be happy to learn of
the new addition to the Harned
family—Miss
Ellen Richards
Harned,
born
June 6, 1966.
weighed ins. lot and was
welcomed by an 11 year old
brother, Philip Lee. Mrs. Harned is the former Miss Emily
Richards who attended Eastern
1949-1949. Ellen's brother Philip
plays violin In the Jefferson
County "Fun With Music" Orchestra, whose members
are
chosen by Invitation only.
B1U, '48, and DOROTHY, '56,
ATKEN. of 4207 Beechcrest Ave.
Louisville 40220, announce the
arrival of a chosen daughter,
Caroline Howard Alken,
who
was born on February 8th, 1966.
BUI Is president-elect
of the
Alumni Association.

'29, passed away May 27, 1898,
following a heart attack while
working in his rose garden. He
id been a lawyer for many
years.
ELLEN CHRISTINE GIBSON
CARROLL, '16, passed away oa
July 6th. 1966 in MlddletowB,
Onto after an illness of 8-%
weeks ss a result of a alp frac-

HOBART WTNBURN, '26. a
retired public inspector tar the
city of Ctactenatt died July IS,
1996, as a result of cancer.
Mr.
RALYCr O. WILLIAM,
MA •88, died May 16. 1996 m
■amsrsot, Ky. Mr. WOllame also held a B. A. degree I
Lincoln Memorial University.
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A daughter, Carillne Gail, was
born to Capt. JOBLYN V. PORT
MANN, '62, and Anita, on May
28, 1966. Weighing in at 61bs.
8 os., Caroline will reside with
her parents at 1848 B Werner
Park, Fort Campbell, Ky. 42228.
IN MF.MORIAM
SARAH ELIZABETH NORTH,
'26, a retired school teacher and
a former dean of woman at
Morehead State University, died
August 21, 1969 at King's
Daughters Hospital In Frankfort, Ky.
Miss BESS WHITE, '26, a retired school teacher who has
served as superintendent of
PlnevOle City Schools during
her years in the educational
field, died September 11, 1966
In Richmond, Ky. folloying a
long Illness.
ROBERT LUTHER SMITH,

MARIOS
fonMffy Pasquafos

The finest in Kalian and
American disnes.
«.
Final, Sandwiches and Complete Dinner
DINE & DANCE IN OUR PRIVATE
CAMPUS ROOM
(Admission throuqh ID Cord)
Your Favorite Meeting Place.
SOUTH SECOND STREET

623-5338

f^^^^^^^^^M^Mi^VWWIMtm^^iMKMKM^^M

DRIVE-IN
COLONEL RESTAURANT
Big Hill Avenue

address or telephone number
627-5858.
Mr. and Mrs. FRANK MORROW, '62, have moved to No.
4 Comelison Drive, Richmond,
40475. from Frankfort Frank
la on the coaching staff at
Madison High School In Richmond.
VIRGINIA BEST PERRY.
'68. to a social worker, Department of Economic Security.
.Commonwealth of Kentucky,
employed at Lawrenceburg,
Ky. She U married to Gus W.
Perry, and they have one son.
William Townsend Perry, 18.
They reside on Route 4, Lawrenceburg.
DWIOHT DEAN OATWOOD,
JR.. '64, was among approximately 400 graduates who received degrees from George
Peabody College recently. Oatwood received the master of
music education and will Join
the faculty of the new Columbia, Tenn. State Community
College. He is the son of Dean
Gatwood, member of the Eastern art faculty, "la married to
the former Dene Osbourn, '88,
and has one daughter, Lisa
Ann.
EDWARD RON MENDELL,
'64, and wife, SUSIE, are living on Route 2, Danville, Ohio
48014. Ron win be Guidance
Counselor at East Knox Local,
Howard, O., and his wife will
teach second grade at the same
school
PRE8TON — NUNNELLEY,
JR., '64, Is employed as an Instructor at the University of
Kentucky and entered Medical
School there this month. Preston and his wife reside at 117
Iroquols Court, Lexington, Ky.
40508 with their son, Richard
Adair, who was born Jan. 11,
1966.
PHYLLIS THtBY HARMON,
'84, and her husband, Ronald,
have moved to 7222 Button
Drive, HunUvllle, Ala. 35802
where Ronald has taken a position with Brown Engineering
and PhyIlls will be teaching.
SAMUEL OREY KIRKLAND, '64, of 510 (Lafayette
Avenue, Lexington, Ky. 40502,
Is evaluation counselor at
Frankfort State Hospital and
School, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Sam and Lula have a son,
Samuel Grey, HI, who Is 5%
years old.
JAMES WALLACE BLACK.
'65, Is a cost accountant with
the Brunswick Corp., MacGregor Division, Evendale,
Ohio. He is single and resides
at 1617 Greenup Street, Cov
lngton, Ky. 41014.
LANIER BRABHEAR, '65, Is
doing graduate work In Biology
(plants) at East Tennessee
State University, Johnson City,
Tenn. 87602. His mailing address at the University Is Box
1098.
CHARLES W. BURGK, '65,
Is Field Representative for
Georgia Electric Membership
Corp., MUlen, Ga., and receives
his mall at P.O. Box 68S,
Waynesboro, Oa. 80880.
KAY MARLENE RICHARDS
JACOBER, '65, has moved to
Albuquerque, NJ£, where her
husband, Leonard, la a Staff
Sergeant stationed at Klrkland
Air Force Bass. Kay has received her New Mexico teacher's certificate and win be
teaching there. She plans to
begin work on her Master's degree at the University of New
Mexico next summer. Kay and
Leonard have one son, Richard
Scott, age 1%.
KATHLEEN J. KUNKEL,
'65, participated In an exchange
program to India since graduation. She Uved there as International Farm Youth Exchange
(4-H) delegate until her present employment as a social
worker in Grant County, Kentucky, In June, 1888. Kathleen
reside* at 8808 Madison Park,
Independence, Ky. 41061.
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